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ABSTRACT 

The field of student affairs strives to support the growth and development of 

college students, and a comprehensive understanding of their needs and experiences is 

pivotal for its success in this endeavor.  There is a limited amount of literature on the 

experiences of transgender collegians, a student population that is becoming more 

visible on today’s college campuses.  Many of the scholarly works on trans issues in 

higher education have positioned transgender students within the larger grouping of 

LGBT individuals.  This grouping is problematic, as it does not distinguish between 

gender identity and sexual orientation identity, two separate and distinct constructs.  

This study seeks to contribute to the small body of literature dedicated to the unique 

experiences and identity development processes of transgender college students.  I 

utilize the qualitative research methodology of Photovoice in this study, which allows 

participants to tell their story through photography and personal narratives.  The 

findings drawn from participant interviews and photographs are encompassed in the 

following six themes: (1) Isolation and Emotional Turmoil, (2) Defining a 

Transgender Identity, (3) Creating a Cohesive Sense of Self, (4) Transitioning, (5) The 

Importance of Support, and (6) Lack of Awareness.  
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CHAPTER I 

STUDY OVERVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 

It is difficult to estimate the number of transgender individuals within higher 

education and in society at large (Beemyn, 2003).  However, scholars and student affairs 

practitioners acknowledge through experience and anecdotal evidence that there are 

increasing numbers of students who are out as lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender 

(LGBT) on college campuses in the United States (Beemyn 2003; Beemyn, Curtis, Davis, 

and Tubbs, 2005; Marine, 2011).  Some institutions have recognized their responsibility 

to address the needs of this student population and have taken steps to foster supportive 

environments through programmatic efforts, administrative policies, LGBT resource 

centers, and LGBT studies programs (Rankin, 2003).  Unfortunately, campus climate 

studies indicate that transgender students still experience a high level of harassment, and 

that lack of knowledge on trans issues is prevalent even in institutions with an established 

LGBT presence (Rankin, 2003).  Campus Climate for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and 

Transgender People: A National Perspective (2003) examined the campus experiences of 

LGBT individuals and the actions taken by campus communities to address equality and 

anti-LGBT acts of intolerance and discrimination.  A fifth of respondents feared for their 

safety, 43% categorized their campus as homophobic, and more than a third experienced 

harassment and acts of anti-LGBT intolerance.  Seventy-one percent of respondents felt 

that transgender individuals were likely to be harassed on their campuses.  Similarly, in a 

2003 study of 1669 LGBT students, faculty, and staff members, 92% of the transgender 
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respondents stated that they were harassed because of their gender identity (Beemyn & 

Rankin, 2011).  This reality is problematic as research indicates that negative academic 

and psychological implications extend to the whole campus community, beyond just the 

targets of heterosexist harassment (Silvershanz, Cortina, Konik, & Magley, 2008).  

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The process of negotiating and establishing personal identity is an integral 

component of student development in college (Chickering, 1979; Chickering & Reisser, 

1993; Torres, Jones, & Renn, 2009).  Increased levels of independence and the exposure 

to new ideas give students greater opportunities to question and explore their beliefs, 

values, and personal identities (Evans, Forney, Guido, Patton, & Renn, 2009; Torres et 

al., 2009).  Students negotiating sexual and gender identities outside the norm face 

additional challenges in this developmental journey (Bilodeau, 2005; Beemyn, 2003; 

Harley, Nowak, Gassaway, & Savage, 2002; Schmidt, Miles, & Welsh, 2011; Zubernis & 

Snyder, 2007).  The level of support a transgender student experiences from their campus 

community has a strong impact on their success, persistence, and development (Rankin, 

2003).  Scholars and practitioners (Beemyn, 2003; Beemyn et al., 2005; Nakamura, 2008) 

have addressed some of the unique challenges faced by transgender college students and 

the ways in which universities and colleges can become more supportive.  However, 

according to Beemyn and Rankin (2011), “more than 90% of two and four year 

institutions in the United States have not taken any of these steps and remain completely 

inaccessible and inhospitable to transgender students” (p.163).  This inaction can be 

attributed in part to a lack of knowledge and scholarly research on trans issues in higher 
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education.  As affirmed by higher education scholars, “no longer can it be said that there 

is a “gap in the literature” on lesbian, gay, and bisexual college student identities, 

although there remains a dearth of research on transgender students” (Renn, 2010, p. 

135). 

NEED FOR THE STUDY 

The field of student affairs strives to support the growth and development of 

college students, and an important contributor to its success in this endeavor is the 

knowledge of students’ varied experiences and needs.  Although the experiences of 

transgender college students have been addressed by scholarly research, many of these 

works have positioned gender variant students within the larger grouping of LGBT 

individuals.  It is important to note that lesbian, gay, and bisexual refer to sexual 

orientation identity while transgender refers to gender identity, two different constructs.  

Harley et al. (2002) speak of the invisibility of transgender individuals, even within the 

lesbian, gay, and bisexual community, and acknowledge that the general public “tends to 

lump together all LGB and T persons regardless of the sexual orientation of the other” (p. 

530).  Beemyn (2003) asserts that the inclusion of transgender students in lesbian, gay, 

and bisexual resource centers in universities and colleges is an action that is “more 

symbolic than substantive” (p. 2).  In practice, many of these centers possess a minimal 

understanding of transgender issues, a reality that stems in part from the scarcity of 

research on transgender experiences and issues within the context of higher education.  

This lack of knowledge on transgender issues among administrators, faculty, and staff 

can result in the perpetuation of trans-exclusive practices (Beemyn, 2003).  This 
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qualitative study seeks to explore the unique experiences of transgender college students 

in an effort to contribute to the small body of literature on this student population.  

RESEARCH QUESTION 

After reviewing the limited scholarly works on the experiences of gender variant 

college students, my primary research question became “What are the experiences of 

transgender college students in American higher education?”  I am interested in 

discovering the unique challenges students have faced a result of their transgender 

identities, and if and how their institutions have addressed their needs.  Through this 

study, I aspire to learn how higher education as a setting and structured experience has 

influenced gender identity development.  I also hope to catch a glimpse of the effect of 

intersectional identities in the lives of transgender students: in what ways have their 

ethnicity, sexuality, ability, class and/or spirituality influenced their gender identity 

development? 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

I gathered literature from a variety of fields to a construct an understanding of the 

experiences of transgender students in navigating their gender variant identities within 

the context of higher education.  Many studies point to hostile and unsupportive campus 

environments for LGBT students (Beemyn, 2003; Beemyn & Rankin, 2011; Rankin, 

2003).  Research on campus climate has examined the environment for transgender 

students from a variety of viewpoints.  Brown, Clarke, Gortmaker, and Robinson-Keilig 

(2004) explored the campus climate for LGBT students through the perceptions of 

student affairs professionals, faculty, the general student population, and student 
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residence hall assistants.  Nagoshi, Adams, Terrell, Hill, Brzuzy, and Nogoshi (2008) 

provide an additional dimension to campus climate studies by examining the attitudes of 

homophobia and transphobia in heteronormative college men and women.  Wright and 

McKinley (2011) assert that hostile campus climates are detrimental to the mental health 

of LGBT students.  They examined the level of support afforded to this student 

population by surveying the websites of counseling services centers on the campuses of 

203 four-year institutions.   

The majority of literature on the trans experience in higher education has situated 

transgender students within the grouping of lesbian, gay, and bisexual individuals.  As 

previously discussed, this approach is problematic, as it obscures the issues and 

challenges that are unique to the transgender experience.  Harley et al. (2002) 

investigated the experiences of LGBT collegians with disabilities and found that the 

presence of multiple minority identities created layers of discrimination for these 

students.  They recommend that higher education institutions foster a positive campus 

climate by increasing LGBT educational and programmatic efforts.  Schmidt et al. (2011) 

examined how gender identity and sexual orientation identity influences the adjustment 

and career development of LGBT college students.  The study points to the crucial roles 

the level of support and the experience of discrimination play in the adjustment and 

vocational indecision of LGBT collegians.  Renn (2007) investigated the ways in which 

involvement in leadership roles in LGBT campus organizations influences a student’s 

LGBT identity development.  The study found that a student’s LGBT identity was 

positively influenced by increased involvement in leadership roles.   
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There are a few scholars who have made important contributions to the 

foundational discussions on the transgender student experience in higher education.  In 

his phenomenological study, McKinney (2008) examined the experiences and 

perceptions of transgender undergraduate and graduate students.  Consistent with studies 

on LGBT student issues, participants reported a hostile campus climate for transgender 

individuals and a prevalent lack of awareness on trans issues among students, faculty, and 

staff.  Pusch (2008) explored transgender students’ conceptions of self and identity, and 

the way in which these constructs were influenced by the perceptions and reactions of 

others.  Institutional support and campus climate played an important role in some of the 

participants’ journeys in constructing their gender identities.   

Bilodeau and Renn (2005) explored existing LGBT identity development models 

and their applicability to the transgender experience.  They presented a brief survey of 

gender identity through the perspectives of western medical/psychiatric practices, and 

postmodern, queer, feminist, and transgender theories.  The Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) guides the Western psychiatric and medical 

perspectives on transgender individuals.  The current version of the DSM categorizes 

individuals exhibiting gender variance under the diagnosis of Gender Identity Disorder.  

Under the DSM, those with Gender Identity Disorder are often assisted in transitioning to 

achieve congruity between their internal sense of self and their external body.  The 

authors posit that this approach is problematic for it ascribes to a binary conception of 

gender that does encompass other forms of gender variance.  Bilodeau and Renn assert 

that in contrast to the stage theories provided by Cass (1996) and Fassinger (1998), 
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D’Augelli’s (1994) lifespan perspective and its focus on developmental plasticity is more 

applicable to gender identity development.  Bilodeau (2005) utilized an adaptation of 

D’Augelli’s sexual orientation identity development framework to explore the 

experiences of two transgender college students, and found that the stories they shared 

reflected these six interactive processes. 

Outside the realm of higher education and student development, important works 

have emerged that inform our understanding of the development of transgender college 

students.  Beemyn and Rankin (2011) created a transgender milestone schema as a 

framework to understand the developmental experiences of four transgender sub-groups: 

female to male transsexuals, male to female transsexuals, cross-dressers, and genderqueer 

individuals.  The milestone schema is significant as it addresses the diversity within the 

transgender community, and the different ways in which individuals come to understand 

themselves as gender variant.  Grossman and D’Augelli (2006, 2007) explored the 

experiences and developmental processes of transgender youth, and found this population 

to be at a disproportionately high risk for suicidal ideation and self-harm.  Additionally, 

many of these youth reported physical, emotional, and sexual harassment, rejection from 

family and loved ones, and a lack of adequate health and mental health resources.  

THEORETICAL AND PERSONAL FRAMEWORKS 

The exploration of transgender experiences calls into question normative 

conceptions of sex and gender.  As such, I am influenced queer theory.  Queer theory is 

valuable to me in this study as it deconstructs the rigidity of socially mandated binary 

systems of gender and sexuality, and asserts the impermanence of these constructs (Abes 
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& Kasch, 2007; Elliot, 2010; Wilchins, 2004).  Viewing the transgender experience 

through the lens of queer theory is significant as it challenges the normative belief of the 

fixed and immutable relationship between sex and gender identity (Elliot, 2010).  As a 

study that seeks to advocate for a marginalized population in higher education, I am also 

interested in queer theory’s focus of the power structures that maintain the 

heteronormativity that perpetuates the discrimination of transgender individuals (Abes & 

Kasch, 2007; Torres, 2009).  Abes (2009) emphasizes the importance of student 

development theory research through this theoretical lens, as “privilege and oppression 

associated with power inequities affect how college students learn and develop” (p. 143).  

Finally, I am interested in queer theory’s focus on the intersectionality of identity 

domains: the way gender identity intersects with sexuality, race, class, religion, and 

cultural identities within environments of oppression (Abes & Kasch, 2007).  However, it 

is important to note that I utilize queer theory only within the aforementioned contexts.  I 

am aware that queer theory is controversial within the transgender community, especially 

in its application to the transsexual experience (Nagoshi & Brzuzy, 2010; Namaste, 2005; 

Serano, 2007).  I will discuss these issues in greater depth in the literature review in 

Chapter II, the epistemological and theoretical frameworks in Chapter III, and finally in 

my data analysis in Chapter VI.   

While queer theory is useful in its ability to examine inequitable power structures 

through societal dynamics, it is critiqued for its lack of focus on the individual. This 

macro focus obscures an individual’s developmental journey and lived experience (Abes, 

2009; Nagoshi & Brzuzy, 2010).  Abes and Kasch (2007) acknowledged these limitations 
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of queer theory, and as such, utilized a multiple perspectives approach, merging the 

seemingly disparate theoretical lenses of queer theory and social constructivism in 

exploring the experiences of a lesbian college student.  The researchers found that 

through this “borderland approach”, they were able to explore how the student made 

meaning of her identity while simultaneously addressing the heteronormative power 

structures that have shaped her experiences.  I take a similar approach by utilizing social 

constructivism as a way to explore and honor the experiences of my participants while 

using queer theory as a lens through which to understand why transgender individuals 

continue to be marginalized within higher education.  

In addition to queer theory, an adapted version of D’Augelli’s (1994) model of 

lesbian, gay, and bisexual development also provides a theoretical framework through 

which to view the experiences of my participants.  D’Augelli’s human development 

perspective focuses on an individual’s identity development at the intersection of three 

interactive variables: personal subjectivities and actions, interactive intimacies, and 

sociohistorical connections (p. 318).  From this foundation, D’Augelli proposed six 

interactive processes of lesbian, gay, and bisexual development: Exiting Heterosexual 

Identity; Developing a Personal Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual Identity Status; Developing a 

Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual Social Identity; Becoming a Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual Offspring; 

Developing a Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual Intimacy Status; and Entering a Lesbian-Gay-

Bisexual Community.  Bilodeau (2005) adapted D’Augelli’s model for application to 

transgender individuals by suggesting the following processes: Exiting a Traditionally 

Gendered Identity; Developing a Personal Transgender Identity; Developing a 
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Transgender Social Identity; Becoming a Transgender Offspring; Developing a 

Transgender Intimacy Status; and Entering a Transgender Community.  By exploring the 

stories of my participants through this theoretical framework, I hope gain a deeper 

understanding of their lives and identity development as transgender individuals within 

the contexts of their social network, family, culture, and community.  

I acknowledge that I am exploring trans issues as a non-trans individual, and have 

taken the suggestions put forth by Hale (1997) and Serano (2007) to heart.  I approach 

this study with sensitivity and humility, and with a keen awareness of the privileges that I 

hold as a cisgender, non-trangender person.  Serano (2007), a trans author and activist, 

speaks strongly against what she believes is the disingenuous and manipulative use of 

transgender lives by cisgender scholars in higher education to advance their theories on 

sex and gender: “Arguably, nowhere have people felt more entitled to possess and exploit 

intersex and transsexual experiences and identities than in academia” (p. 204).  These 

sentiments are also echoed in trans activist Viviane Namaste’s (2005) discussion of 

scholars within higher education:  

They are less interested in understanding the everyday lived experience of 

transsexuals and transvestites, and deeply invested in making their theoretical 

point…In this view, transsexuals and transvestites are a pawn of knowledge, 

propped up on display only to be erased in the complicated fabric of their 

struggles. (p. 41)  

 

In the discussion of my lens statement in Chapter III, I investigate my own sense of self, 

and acknowledge my own subconscious sex as a way to bring awareness to the blind 

spots that I inevitably hold as one who has always experienced congruity between my 

biological sex and gender identity.  In my sensitivity of the power that I may hold, I have 
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taken precautions to ensure that I do not use the stories and lives of my participants for 

personal gain, and I explore in detail my intentions and motivations for completing this 

study.  I also delve into my journey of becoming an ally and speak of the events that have 

brought me to the exploration of trans issues within higher education.  As an ally and one 

passionate about social justice, I seek to be a strong advocate for trans identified students 

in higher education.  I believe and affirm Beemyn and Rankin’s (2011) statement that 

“fostering equality takes the commitment of people of all gender identities and 

expressions” (p.8).  Through this study, I desire to cultivate greater awareness of the 

inequities that exist for marginalized populations within higher education in hopes that it 

may challenge colleges and universities to examine their practices and to foster 

environments that are more inclusive and welcoming for transgender students.  It is my 

belief that greater awareness will allow student affairs professionals to support 

transgender students in a more meaningful and intentional manner.   

Serano (2007) concludes her thoughts on the exploration of transgender lives by 

stating: “Non-intersex, cissexual artists and academics should put their pens down, open 

up their minds, and simply listen to what we have to say about our lives” (p. 212).  It is 

with Serano’s caution, an open heart and mind, and the desire to honor the experiences of 

my participants that I embark on this study.  

LIMITATIONS 

Participant recruitment was a challenging endeavor.  It was the original research 

goal to feature the photographs and narratives of ten participants; however, it became 

evident within the first month of recruitment that this target would be difficult to meet 
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within the time constraints of completing this thesis.  I discuss these issues in further 

detail in Chapter III.  After a four-month recruiting period and the attrition of two 

participants, two students’ narratives and photographs are featured in the study.  While 

this number is small, their stories are compelling, and offer important contributions to the 

growing discourse on the experiences of transgender college students in American higher 

education.  

My two participants attend a large public institution in a conservative city in the 

Southwest United States.  Their institution type and present geographical location 

undoubtedly influence the experiences of these students.  Additionally, both students 

identify as abled, Caucasian, and middle class.  As suggested by scholars (Harley et al., 

2002; Torres et al. 2009), it is important to note the ways in which other dimensions of 

identity play into the process and experience of gender identity development.  The 

experiences of my participants likely differ in significant ways from transgender students 

with different personal and social identities at other types of higher education institutions.  

My recruitment e-mails, face-to-face presentations, and video welcomed all forms 

of gender variance.  Ultimately, both of my participants strongly identified as male to 

female transsexuals, and had already begun their transitions.  As emerging literature has 

established, though similarities exists, the experiences and developmental processes of 

female to male (FTM) transsexuals and male to female (MTF) transsexuals are not 

identical (Beemyn & Rankin, 2011; Factor & Rothblum, 2008).  Additionally, this study 

has a myopic focus on the transsexual experience, and as such, does not include the 

different ways that students identify as gender variant in non-binary ways (such as 
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genderqueer, androgynous, and bi-gender), and the unique ways that they experience 

higher education.  

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Transgender terminology is at times contested and subject to varying 

interpretations by those within the community (Beemyn and Rankin, 2011).  The 

following definitions are based on the work of Beemyn and Rankin (2011), Girshick 

(2008), Serano (2007), and Stryker (2008), and are the interpretations that I utilize within 

this study.  I am sensitive to the way my participants may use these terms, and will honor 

the language they employ in describing themselves and their experiences.  

AFAB- Assigned female at birth.  

Ally- An individual who supports and advocates for a group in which they do not belong.  

AMAB- Assigned male at birth.  

Assigned sex- The sex that was determined at birth, most often based on external 

anatomy.  In the United States where the binary system is the norm, assigned sex tends to 

include only male and female.  Intersex individuals are often subject to medical 

procedures to “correct” their intersex condition so that they can be assigned the male or 

female sex.  

Androgynous- An indeterminate gender expression that includes both masculine and 

feminine characteristics.  

Biological sex- The classification of male, female, or intersex based on chromosomal, 

hormonal, gonadal, biochemical, and anatomical determinants.  Biological sex is most 

often determined by external genitalia.  
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Bi-gendered- An individual who identifies as both feminine and masculine. 

Bottom surgery- A medical procedure that assists a transsexual person in achieving 

greater congruity between their physical sex/ genitalia and their gender identity. 

Examples of bottom surgeries include metoidioplasty and phalloplasty for trans men and 

orchiectomy and vaginoplasty for trans women.  

Cisgender/ cissexual/ cis- Refers to individuals who are not trans, whose gender identity 

is consistent with the sex they were assigned at birth.  

Coming out- The process of acknowledging ones sexual orientation and/or gender 

identity first to oneself and then to others. 

Cross-dresser- An individual who wears clothing associated with a different gender. 

Cross dressers may not wish to change their gender, and may just be expressing their 

feminine or masculine side.  

Drag- Cross-dressing for performance, entertainment, and fun. 

Drag queen- A performer who dresses in feminine clothing and employs feminine 

mannerisms for entertainment purposes.  

Drag king- A performer who dresses in a masculine manner and employs masculine 

mannerisms for entertainment purposes.  

Femme- A gender expression of a LGBT identified woman that is more feminine than 

masculine.  

Feminine- The normative characteristics associated with being female in a certain 

culture. 

FTM- Female to male transsexual.  
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Gay- Men who are sexually, physically, emotionally and/or romantically attracted to 

other men.  A type of sexual orientation identity. 

Gender conformity- An experience of congruity between biological sex and gender 

identity.  

Gender binary- The conception of gender that consists of exclusive male and female 

categories. 

Gender dysphoria- The experience of discomfort and distress that results from 

experiencing inconsistency between one’s gender identity and physical sex.  

Gender essentialist- Those who believe that gender is fixed and is congruent with the 

sex one is assigned at birth.  

Gender expression- An individual’s presentation of femininity, masculinity, androgyny, 

or other.  

Gender identity- The deep, intrinsic sense of being a man, woman, or between or 

outside of these categories. 

Gender Identity Disorder (GID)- A clinical diagnosis employed in the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4
th

 Edition (DSM IV) by the American 

Psychiatric Association to describe the condition in which ones physiological sex does 

not match their gender identity.  

Gender presentation- The way an individual conveys their sense of gender to others 

through behavior and appearance.  

Genital reconstruction surgery (GRS)- see SRS. 
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Gender roles- The normative societal expectations of the way an individual should act, 

feel, dress, and look based on their gender.  Gender roles are traditionally classified as 

masculine or feminine.  

Gender transgressive expression- A gender presentation or expression that breaks the 

norms of traditional roles and expectations of masculinity and femininity.  

Genderqueer- Refers to an individual who chooses to identify outside of the 

male/female gender binary.  

GLBTQI- An acronym for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, and Intersex. 

Heteronormative- The belief that assumes that heterosexuality is the norm.  This 

assumption gives privileges to heterosexual individuals and relationships.  

Hormone replacement therapy (HRT)- The utilization of hormones during the 

transition process to develop secondary sex characteristics, such as breasts in trans 

women and facial hair in trans men.  HRT includes testosterone for trans men, and 

estrogen for trans women. 

Human Rights Campaign (HRC)- An activist group that advocates for the gay, lesbian, 

bisexual, and transgender community. 

Intersex- A condition where an individual’s chromosomal sex, genital sex, hormonal sex, 

and/or gonadal sex do not fit into discrete male or female categories.  

Lesbian- Women who are sexually, physically, emotionally and/or romantically attracted 

to other women. A type of sexual orientation identity.  

Masculine- The normative characteristics associated with being male in a certain culture. 

M2F- See MTF 
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MTF- Male to female transsexual  

Passing- The ability for transsexual individuals to be identified as their preferred gender. 

PFLAG- Parents and Families of Lesbian and Gays.  An organization that serves a 

support and advocacy role for the LGBT community.  

Primary sex characteristics- Consists of the reproductive organs such as the testes and 

ovaries, as well as the external genitalia such as the vagina, clitoris, and penis.   

Queer- A term that was once considered derogatory, but has recently been reclaimed by 

the LGBTQI community.  Queer is a term of self-identification, and as such, should not 

be utilized by those outside of the LGBTQI community.  It also refers to sexual 

orientation and gender identities that exist outside what is deemed culturally and/or 

traditionally normative.   

Secondary sex characteristics- Features and traits associated with biological sex apart 

from external genitalia and internal reproductive organs.  This includes breasts in females 

and facial hair in males. 

Sex- Refers to the biological characterization of an individual as male, female, or intersex 

based on their chromosomal, genital, gonadal, and hormonal traits.   

Sexual orientation- The sexual, romantic, spiritual, and/or emotional attraction one feels 

towards another person.  Sexual orientation can be lesbian, gay, bisexual, pansexual, 

heterosexual, asexual, or other.  Sexual orientation is a separate construct from gender 

identity.  
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Sexual Reassignment Surgery (SRS)- A medical procedure that assists transsexual 

individuals achieve greater congruence between their physical sex and their gender 

identity.  Also see Bottom Surgery.  

Stealth- An individual who keeps their transsexual status a secret.  

T- Refers to testosterone, which is taken by trans men during the transition process. 

Testosterone has a masculinizing effect, and often produces facial hair and a deepening of 

the voice. 

Top surgery- An elective medical procedure that assists a transsexual individual in 

gaining a chest appearance that is in greater concordance their gender identity.  This can 

include an enhancement in trans women, or a reduction/ removal in trans men.  

Transgender- An umbrella term that encompasses all forms of gender variance. It refers 

to those whose gender expression and/or identity do not match the sex they were assigned 

at birth.  The term transgender can refer but is not limited to cross-dressers, transsexuals, 

bi-genders, genderqueers, and androgynes. 

Transgenderist- An individual who lives as a different gender than their biological sex.  

Transition- The process in which a transsexual person changes their gender presentation 

to be in congruence with their gender identity.  This may include hormone replacement 

therapy, sexual reassignment surgery, and/or gender presentation (such as dress, speech, 

grooming). 

Transphobia- The irrational fear or hatred of transgender individuals.  

Trans man- A female to male transsexual.  

Trans woman- A male to female transsexual.  
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Transsexual- An individual whose gender identity is incongruent with their assigned 

physical sex.  

Transvestite- A derogatory and outdated term for a cross-dresser.  

DESCRIPTION OF CHAPTERS 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

Chapter 1 has introduced this research study, the statement of the problem, and the need 

for this inquiry within the field of higher education and student affairs.  The research 

questions were then explored followed by a brief overview of the literature review.  

Finally, I touched upon the theoretical and personal frameworks that guide this study and 

concluded with a definition of terms. 

Chapter II: Literature Review  

Chapter II presents a selection of related literature on college student development, 

LGBT identity development, and the LGBT college experience.  The limited studies 

focusing specifically on transgender college students are reviewed, and perspectives on 

gender identity are investigated through western medical/ psychiatric practices, and 

postmodern, queer, feminist, and transgender theories.  Finally, related literature on 

transgender youth is discussed.   

Chapter III: Methodology 

Chapter III delves into the Photovoice process, and describes the way this Participatory 

Action Research methodology is employed.  I discuss the recruitment process, data 

collection, data sources, interview protocol, and the trustworthiness of the study.  A 

significant portion of this chapter is devoted to the presentation of my personal narrative 
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as the researcher, in which I reflect on the important events in my life that have led me to 

an exploration of trans issues within higher education.  Finally, the chapter concludes 

with the profiles of the institution and the two participants featured in this study.  

Chapter IV: Data Analysis and Findings  

Chapter IV presents the themes and findings that have emerged in the study, and 

discusses each at length.  The narratives are accompanied with photographs that represent 

the major themes that emerged from the analysis of the transcribed interviews, 

photographs, researcher memos, and reflexive journaling.  

Chapter VI: Conclusion  

Chapter VI summarizes the study, its findings, and its limitations.  I provide suggestions 

for future research and recommendations for higher education institutions and student 

affairs professionals.  I conclude by reflecting on my ten-month journey in completing 

this study, and address how the lessons I have learned will influence my practice as a 

student affairs professional.  

Appendices 

The appendices include the Institutional Review Board Proposal and associated 

documents:  

Appendix A: IRB Proposal  

Appendix B: IRB Approval 

Appendix C: IRB Amendment and Approval #1 

Appendix D: IRB Amendment and Approval #2 and #3 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

CAMPUS CLIMATE 

As touched upon in Chapter 1, the literature on LGBT campus climate points to 

hostile and unsupportive environments for transgender students and a pervasive lack of 

awareness on trans issues within the campus community (Beemyn, 2003; Beemyn & 

Rankin, 2011; Rankin, 2003).  Citing information provided by the Transgender Law and 

Policy institute, Beemyn and Rankin (2011) state: “More than 90 percent of two and 

four-year institutions in the United States…remain completely inaccessible and 

inhospitable to transgender students” (p.163).  These campus climate studies are 

important as they play a crucial role in keeping institutions accountable for how well they 

are supporting their transgender community members.  Additionally, as evidenced by the 

literature presented below, campus climate also plays a pivotal role in the personal, 

academic, career, and vocational development and success of transgender students.  

 LGBT campus climate research has been approached from a variety of 

standpoints.  Many, such as those conducted by Rankin (2003) and Beemyn and Rankin 

(2011) explored in Chapter I, establish campus climate based on the experiences and 

perceptions of LGBT students, staff, and faculty members.  Brown et al. (2004) extend 

this scope by also surveying the perceptions and perspectives of student affairs 

professionals, faculty, the general student population, and student residence hall 

assistants.  The authors also consider each group’s knowledge, interest, and involvement 

levels in LGBT issues.  The research findings indicate that LGBT individuals portrayed 
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the campus climate more negatively than non-LGBT members of the university 

community.  Additionally, personal characteristics such as the classification and sex of 

students, and academic discipline of faculty played a role in the attitudes towards LGBT 

issues.  The authors advocate for increased programmatic efforts both inside and outside 

of the classroom to enrich the development and learning of the general student 

population.  The research implications suggest targeting these initiatives to male and 

freshmen students, two groups the authors found to be least knowledgeable and 

supportive of LGBT issues and least responsive to programmatic efforts.  Nagoshi et al. 

(2008) offer insight into campus climate through an examination of attitudes of 

homophobia and transphobia in heteronormative college men and women.  The study 

found that men displayed higher levels of both transphobia and homophobia than women, 

which the authors posit may stem from some men’s anxiety about their own sense of 

masculinity and their adherence to traditional gender roles and identities.  The authors 

found a high correlation between transphobia and socially conservative beliefs and 

religious fundamentalism in both women and men collegians.  The discoveries from both 

studies are important as they provide insight into some of the ways institutions can begin 

to cultivate positive environments for transgender students through targeted educational 

and programmatic efforts within the campus community.   

An important contributor to campus climate and a positive educational experience 

for LGBT students is the availability of resources and services to meet their unique 

needs.  Wright and McKinley (2011) surveyed the counseling services websites from a 

sample of 203 four-year institutions in the United States to determine the level of support 
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afforded to LGBT college students.  Similar to the findings of other related research, 

Wright and McKinley emphasize that the mental health of LGBT collegians often suffers 

as a result of experiences in hostile campus environments.  Zubernis and Snyder (2007) 

state: “The universal issues which all college students encounter are compounded by 

struggles with developing a positive gender identity and coping with prejudice” (p. 75).  

Counseling services can play an important role in assisting transgender students in this 

process of identity development through individual and group counseling that offer 

support and guidance on topics such as relationship building and coping skills (Zubernis 

& Snyder, 2007).  Wright and McKinley (2011) report that only 30% of the selected 

counseling center websites featured LGBT content and stated the availability of 

individual counseling for LGBT students.  This is a low percentage, as it has been well 

established in the literature that LGBT students are at a disproportionate risk for 

harassment within the campus community (Beemyn & Rankin, 2011; Rankin, 2003).  

The authors implore universities and colleges to be overt about their support of LGBT 

students, and to increase their communication of the services and resources available to 

this student population.  

LGBT STUDENT EXPERIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT 

The transgender student experience in higher education has been addressed in the 

literature within the larger grouping of LGBT individuals.  Similar to previous literature 

outlined in this chapter, many of these studies point to campus climate as an important 

environmental factor in the success and development of transgender students.  Harley et 

al. (2002) investigate the impact of the intersection of multiple identities by exploring the 
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experiences of LGBT college students with disabilities.  The authors assert that the 

presence of multiple minority identities can create many layers of discrimination for 

LGBT individuals.  They emphasize that the university system, as an institution 

functioning within the larger context of society, reflects the biases and ignorance towards 

LGBT individuals present in the general public.  Citing the work of Robinson (1998), 

Harley et al. (2002) state, “LGBT college students face discrimination and hostility in the 

very environments designed to support them and assist their transition to the university 

community” (p. 532).  Consistent with the literature, the authors encourage an institution-

wide commitment to fostering an affirming campus climate, increasing educational and 

programmatic efforts throughout the university community, and creating a visible LGBT 

presence on campus.  Finally, the study implores higher education institutions to address 

the integrated and whole identity of LGBT students with disabilities, instead of viewing 

sexual/ gender identity and disability as two disconnected and separate domains.  

Schmidt et al. (2011) contribute to the understanding of how gender and sexual 

identity influences the adjustment and career development of LGBT college students.  

The authors assert that LGBT students face additional difficulties in transitioning to 

collegiate life, for their experiences with a marginalized identity pose unique challenges 

to social and academic adjustment.  The study of 189 LGBT undergraduate students 

suggests that a student’s LGBT identity and the experiences associated with that identity 

have an impact on vocational development and career decision-making.  Essentially, 

career development is influenced not only by an LGBT student’s individual identity, but 

also their social contexts and environments.  These environments include experiences 
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with discrimination and negative attitudes on college and university campuses.  Citing the 

work of Tomlinson and Fassinger (2003), Schmidt et al. (2011) emphasize that campus 

climate is the strongest predictor of “vocational purpose (i.e., vocational competence, 

commitment, and organization) and psychological vocational development (i.e., career 

indecision, decision-making self-efficacy, and vocational identity)” (p. 296).  

Additionally, the study found that along with experiences of discrimination, the level of 

support a student receives plays a crucial role in adjustment and vocational indecision of 

LGBT collegians.  

Renn (2007) expands the discussion on LGBT student development by 

investigating leadership roles and its impact on a student’s sense of self as an LGBT 

individual.  Renn found that increased involvement in leadership roles within LGBT 

campus organizations has a positive effect on a student’s LGBT identity and leadership 

development.  Students who assumed greater involvement in leadership positions in 

LGBT campus organizations also displayed increased comfort with being “out” as an 

LGBT individual.  Renn quotes a transgender student who shared the impact of her 

leadership experience on her gender identity in what Renn terms the involvement- 

identification cycle: “and then I was more out as trans, so I did more with the group, and 

more people knew me as trans, so like it fed on itself” (p. 318).  Renn also found that for 

many LGBT students, leadership roles served as the impetus for involvement in activism 

in social justice issues.  This increased awareness and interest in social justice in turn 

influenced some of the participant’s academic decisions and career aspirations.   
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TRANSGENDER EXPERIENCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION  

Research specifically devoted to trans issues in higher education is sparse, but 

there are a few important contributions that have begun to shape the conversation on the 

transgender student experience.  McKinney’s 2008 phenomenological study examined 

the perceptions of 75 transgender undergraduate and graduate students through an 

electronic survey.  Consistent with other studies on transgender students, the study found 

that most students reported a hostile campus environment and a lack of resources to meet 

their needs.  Both undergraduate and graduate students emphasized the widespread lack 

of knowledge on trans issues among faculty, administrators, and staff members.  This 

lack of understanding led to insufficient resources, counseling services, and health care 

services for transgender students.  The majority of the participants portrayed their higher 

education institutions in a negative light, and McKinney concludes by stating: “much 

needs to be done if transgender students are to feel welcomed and included on college 

campuses” (2008, p. 74).  

Pusch (2008) explores the influence of the perceptions of family and friends in 

transgender college students’ conceptions of self and identity.  Pusch found that both 

resistance and support from others shaped the way participants came to understand and 

construct their gender identities.  Institutional support played an important role in some of 

the participants’ lives.  One student spoke of the isolation and alienation she felt on 

campus because she was not acknowledged by her female name and was living in a male 

residence hall.  These factors caused her academic performance to suffer: “I had to move 

back with my parents . . . because I didn’t do good [in school] cause coming out to 
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myself then and just didn’t go to class, hanged out at LBGT office all the time with 

people I could talk to” (2008, p. 50). 

Influenced by the work of Carter (2000), Beemyn (2003) affirms the ways in 

which transgender college students needs can be addressed by “ending institutional 

gender divisions; providing direct support services; educating the campus community 

about transgender issues [and] developing administrative policies and practices that are 

trans-inclusive and changing ones that discriminate against gender variant individuals” 

(p. 13).  To create a safe and supportive campus climate for gender variant individuals, 

Beemyn asserts that university administrators and professionals must first recognize the 

discrimination and transphobia on campus.  A resolute effort and institution-wide 

commitment must then be made to address the needs of transgender college students.  

Similarly, Nakamura (1998) presents an overview of important considerations for higher 

education faculty, staff, and administrators in supporting transsexual students in the 

transition process.  She addresses bathroom use, residence halls, violence and harassment 

on campus, classroom issues, name changes, and health care needs as important 

considerations in supporting transsexual students.  

Scott, Belke and Barfield (2011) contribute to the understanding of the needs of 

transgender college students by touching upon the unique career development challenges 

faced by this student population in their discussion of professional development for 

university career counselors.  Similar to Harley et al.’s (2002) discussion of LGBT 

vocational development, Scott et al. assert that transgender students face many additional 

challenges in their career development and job search process.  The authors discuss 
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employment history, identity disclosure, physical appearance, and discrimination as 

unique career development challenges faced by transgender students.  The authors also 

touch upon the intersectionality of identities and the possibility for multiple levels of 

oppression in a discussion of multicultural concerns within the transgender community. 

These career development challenges are compounded by a prevalent lack of knowledge 

on trans issues among university career counselors and student affairs professionals who 

work with this student population.   

TRANSGENDER IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT  

Outside the realm of higher education and student development, important 

research has emerged examining the identity development and experiences of transgender 

youth.  Many of these works define youth as 15-21, so while the samples include high 

school aged individuals, these studies still make valuable contributions to our 

understanding of the developmental issues facing traditional-aged transgender students in 

higher education.  Grossman and D’Augelli (2006) found that transgender youth began 

experiencing feelings of incongruity between their biological sex and their gender 

identity at an average age of 10, and many were subject to varying levels of harassment 

in response to their gender nonconforming behaviors.  Participants articulated fear and 

anxiety stemming from a lack of safe environments and rejection from loved ones, as 

well as a lack of health and mental health resources.  A year later, Grossman and 

D’Augelli (2007) examined life-threatening behaviors of transgender youth and found 

this population to be at a high risk for self-harm and suicidal ideation.  Half of the 

participants reported suicidal ideation, and a quarter reported suicide attempts.  
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Compared to those who did not report suicide attempts, individuals who had tried to take 

their lives related their attempts to challenges arising from their transgender identity, 

experienced low body esteem, and suffered verbal and physical abuse from their parents.  

Beemyn and Rankin (2011) created a milestone schema that provides a 

framework to understand the identity development of four transgender sub-groups: 

female to male transsexuals, male to female transsexuals, cross-dressers, and genderqueer 

individuals.  These milestones were developed from the themes that emerged from the 

experiences and stories shared by 3,474 transgender participants.  The milestones for 

male to female transsexuals include: 

- Feeling and often expressing a female gender identity from a young age 

- Repressing or hiding one’s female gender identity in the face of hostility 

and/or isolation 

- Learning about and meeting other transsexual women 

- Recognizing oneself as transsexual, rather than as a cross-dresser 

- Overcoming denial and internalized genderism to accept oneself as female 

- Taking hormones and perhaps having surgery to look more like self-image 

- Whether and when to tell others, and developing new relationships after 

disclosure 

- Having a sense of wholeness even when unable to be seen as women 

(p. 116) 

  

Beemyn and Rankin’s work is important for it offers a framework to understand the 

experiences and identity development of transgender individuals.  Additionally, it 

acknowledges the diversity among transgender individuals, and speaks of the different 

ways in which each group comes to understand themselves as gender variant. 

WESTERN MEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC PERSPECTIVES  

Bilodeau and Renn (2005) present a survey of Western psychiatric and medical 

perspectives on transgender individuals, one that deems transgender identity as a 
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disorder.  This perspective stems from a dualistic conception of gender in which an 

individual is either male or female.  Those who deviate from this binary are diagnosed 

with Gender Identity Disorder (GID).  Under this framework, the treatment for this 

“disorder” reaffirms the gender binary in which medical and therapeutic approaches 

assist transgender individuals in creating congruity between the external body and the 

internal sense of self.  However, this dualistic approach does not address the full 

spectrum of gender variance (Beemyn, 2003; Bilodeau, 2005; Bilodeau & Renn, 2005; 

Wilchins, 2004).  For example, Bilodeau (2005) shares the experience of a transgender 

college student who embraces a more fluid, non-binary conception of gender:   

I’ve tried with my identity not to reinforce the gender binary system, and options 

have been limited to the trans community by focusing so much on transsexualism. 

The only option is, if you’re male, to become female, or vice-versa.  Transgender 

youth have felt that binary gender system is not for them.  We want to increase 

the number of genders. (p. 33) 

 

Beemyn (2003) also speaks to the limitations of the binary system of gender and the 

importance placed on transitioning: “many transgender people today are also challenging 

the traditional medical model that urges them to assimilate” (p.9).   

QUEER PERSPECTIVES  

In contrast to the Western medical and psychiatric perspectives, feminist, 

postmodern, and queer theories embrace the fluidity of sexuality and gender identity, and 

assert that these constructs are influenced by social interactions and inequitable power 

structures within society (Bilodeau and Renn, 2005).  Beemyn (2003) discusses the 

present transgender community that is addressing these deeper issues by “shifting the 

discourse on transgenderism from a personal disorder to a cultural one, “the inability of 
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society to move beyond narrow gender categories” (p. 10).  Antithetical to the rigidity of 

fixed binaries of gender and sexuality, queer frameworks affirm that gender fluidity is 

normative.   

Renn (2010) asserts that many studies on transgender students focus on campus 

climate and the unique accommodations that should be made for gender variant 

individuals.  What she believes is lacking is an examination of the transgender college 

student experience through the lens of queer theory.  Queer theory rejects categorization 

of sexuality and gender through a normative, binary scheme, and instead views these 

social constructs as fluid and influenced by the intersection of other identity domains.  

Quoting the work of Abes and Kasch (2007), Renn subscribes to the definition of queer 

theory as one that “critically analyzes the meaning of identity, focusing on intersections 

of identities and resisting oppressive social constructions of sexual orientation and 

gender” (p.132).  Renn believes that research through the lens of queer theory enables 

researchers to assess and break apart underlying power structures that exist both in 

society and within higher education that marginalizes gender variant individuals who do 

not conform to the normative conception of gender and sexuality.  Rankin (2003) 

addresses this system of dominance in higher education:  

As participants in institutions of power, academics are embedded in a system of 

relations that silences the relatively less powerful…there is an assumption that 

everyone is similar, that differences disturb the norm, and this reinforces a culture 

of silence for those who are different. (p. 39) 

 

In this way, the university as an institution that seeks to fight ignorance through 

knowledge serves to further perpetuate the inequity found in society at large.  Bilodeau 

and Renn (2005) suggest that acting from a postmodern, feminist, or queer theoretical 
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perspective, a university must address LGBT issues and identities within the larger 

system of institutional power, political, and sociohistorical contexts.   

CRITIQUE OF QUEER THEORY 

The utilization of queer theory to address the full spectrum of transgender 

experience is not without its detractors.  Nagoshi and Brzuzy (2010) critique queer theory 

and its inherent limitations in addressing the transsexual experience.  Queer theory 

subscribes to social constructivism, or the belief that normative constructs of gender and 

sexuality are socially created and defined.  As constructs that are socially defined, 

individuals are free to create their own sense of sexuality and gender identity.  This 

notion of identity as derived solely from social constructivism is problematic to some in 

applying queer theory to transsexual individuals.  The authors critique queer theory’s 

denial of the sense of self and identity that emerges from the physicality of the body.  

They argue that there should be a middle ground between essentialism and social 

constructivism to encompass the wide range of transgender experience.  

Namaste (2005), a researcher, trans activist, and outspoken detractor of queer 

theory critiques the utilization of queer theory for it inevitably creates a hierarchy of 

transgender individuals, with those who seek to disrupt the gender binary at the 

foreground.  Transsexual individuals, who subscribe to more essentialist positions by 

their desire to live within the gender binary as women or men, are relegated to the 

background and deemed less revolutionary and political (Namaste, 2005; Serano, 2007).  

To Namaste, queer theory tends to obscure the lived experience of transsexuals and the 

many challenges they face.  She asserts: “Transsexuality is about the banality of buying 
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some bread, of making photocopies or getting your shoe fixed.  It is not about 

challenging the binary sex/ gender system, it is not about making a critical intervention 

every waking second of the day, it’s not about starting the Gender Revolution” (p. 20).  

Queer theory’s focus on dismantling societal power dynamics is also criticized for its 

lack of attention to everyday realities.  This emphasis obscures an individual’s 

developmental processes and lived experiences (Abes, 2009; Nagoshi & Brzuzy, 2010).  

Namaste (2005) criticizes queer theory’s value in transforming and confronting injustice 

and inequity:  

Now while I think such a position is may be philosophically interesting, and while 

I may recognize a certain value therein in terms of intellectual thought, I do not 

think that this stance is very useful for intervening in the world.  To state that one 

is neither a man nor a woman, or that one is a third gender, or that gender is just a 

social construct so one is, in fact, nothing, ignores the very fundamental reality of 

being in the world. (p. 22) 

 

Echoing Serano’s (2007) sentiments presented in Chapter 1, Namaste (2005) 

speaks of the negative effect that the exploration of trans issues through queer theory in 

academia has had on the lives of transsexuals: “The queer paradigm underlining 

discussions of transgender identity is also evidenced in university-based scholarship, with 

equally disastrous results for transsexuals” (p. 19). 

D’AUGELLI’S MODEL OF LESBIAN, GAY, AND BISEXUAL DEVELOPMENT 

D’Augelli (1994) critiques traditional stage models of identity development and 

their inadvertent effect of marginalizing those who do not follow normative 

developmental processes.  In an approach deviating from essentialist perspectives, 

D’Augelli suggests that identity is malleable and is shaped by social and historical 

circumstances.  He offers a human development perspective, in which an individual’s 
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identity is viewed contextually through the lifespan “as they move in time through social 

situations, the community, culture, and history” (p. 317).  Contrary to deterministic 

paradigms characteristic of traditional identity development theories, the human 

development model subscribes to the belief of the power held by an individual to 

influence their development.  Unlike essentialist models of development that have a 

myopic focus on internal developmental processes, a lifespan model of development 

places an individual within a “dynamic matrix” of three interactive variables: personal 

subjectivities and actions, interactive intimacies, and sociohistorical connections (p. 318).  

From this theoretical foundation, D’Augelli created six dynamic and interactive processes 

of lesbian, gay, and bisexual development: Exiting Heterosexual Identity; Developing a 

Personal Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual Identity Status; Developing a Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual 

Social Identity; Becoming a Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual Offspring; Developing a Lesbian-

Gay-Bisexual Intimacy Status; and Entering a Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual Community.  

Within Exiting Heterosexual Identity, individuals first acknowledge their sexual 

orientation as homosexual and not heterosexual.  Subsequently, they disclose their 

identity as lesbian, gay, or bisexual to others, a process known as “coming out”.  In 

Developing a Personal Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual Identity Status, individuals construct what 

it means to be lesbian, gay, or bisexual through social interactions with others.  An 

important component of this process is acknowledging and subsequently dispelling 

internalized homophobia and myths of non-heterosexuality.  Developing a Lesbian-Gay-

Bisexual Social Identity involves creating a network of individuals who affirm one’s 

sexual identity and provide a source of positive social support.  Parental and familial 
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relationships and dynamics are negotiated within Becoming a Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual 

Offspring.  Developing a Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual Intimacy Status is often a challenging 

process, as individuals must navigate intimate relationships within a heterosexual focused 

culture: “The lack of cultural scripts directly applicable to lesbian, gay, and bisexual 

people leads to ambiguity and uncertainty” (p. 327).  Finally, in Entering a Lesbian-Gay-

Bisexual Community, individuals may choose to engage in political and social action to 

address the inequities towards LGB individuals within a heterosexist society.  

APPLICATION OF D’AUGELLI’S MODEL TO TRANS INDIVIDUALS 

In a discussion of existing LGBT identity development models, Bilodeau and 

Renn (2005) assert that transgender individuals whose experiences break the mode of 

traditional gender and sex binaries do not fit well into stage models of development such 

as those presented by Cass (1996) and Fassinger (1998).  Renn (2007) posits that these 

sexual orientation models are unable to fully reflect the different ways that students 

choose to identify themselves within the many complexities and nuances of the 

transgender spectrum.  Bilodeau (2005) suggests that D’Augelli’s (1994) focus on a 

broader lifespan perspective and the effect of social contexts make the theory more 

applicable to gender identity development.  D’Augelli’s theory emphasizes 

developmental plasticity, which unlike Cass’ more essentialist view, understands identity 

and its development as variable, and influenced by environmental and social factors 

(Evans et al., 2010).  Bilodeau (2005) adapted D’Augelli’s model for application to 

transgender individuals by suggesting the following processes: Process 1. Exiting a 

Traditionally Gendered Identity; Process 2: Developing a Personal Transgender Identity; 
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Process 3: Developing a Transgender Social Identity; Process 4: Becoming a Transgender 

Offspring; Process 5: Developing a Transgender Intimacy Status; and Process 6: Entering 

a Transgender Community.  He utilized this modified framework in a case study of two 

transgender college students, and found that the experiences shared by these individuals 

in negotiating their gender identities reflected these six interactive processes. 

CONCLUSION 

The literature on the transgender student experience points to hostile campus 

environments and a prevalent lack of knowledge on trans issues within the campus 

community.  Scholars note that an unsupportive campus environment has a detrimental 

impact on the personal, academic, career, and vocational development and success of 

transgender students.  It is within these unsupportive environments that transgender 

students attempt to negotiate and develop positive gender identities.  It has been 

established that transgender youth are at a disproportionately high risk for self-harm 

suicide, and many experience discrimination and harassment as a result of their identities.  

Many report a prevalent lack of support and inadequate health care resources.  Despite 

these realities, few colleges and universities have taken steps to address the needs of their 

transgender students.  Queer theory provides a theoretical lens to examine inequitable 

power structures that has resulted in the marginalization of transgender individuals in 

higher education and in society at large.  Finally, there are a few theoretical works that 

have emerged to frame the developmental processes of transgender students, most 

notably Beemyn and Rankin’s (2011) milestone schema, and Bilodeau’s (2004) 

adaptation of D’Augelli’s (1994) interactive processes of LGB development. It is evident 
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from a review of literature that there is still a need for scholarly exploration and inquiry 

to fully understand the experiences and complex processes of identity development of 

transgender students in American higher education.  
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, I delve into my own story as a way to situate myself within this 

study.  As I touch on the epistemological, theoretical, and methodological frameworks 

that guide this research, I incorporate reflexivity by commenting on how I came to 

associate with these paradigms.  Through these measures, I address the axiological 

considerations of qualitative research, and acknowledge the value-laden nature of this 

study.  I also describe the Photovoice methodology along with recruitment, data 

collection, and data analysis strategies.  I discuss the measures I have taken to ensure 

trustworthiness, and speak of the ethical considerations that guide this work.  Finally, I 

introduce the institution and participants who are featured in this study.  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The primary question that guides this study is “What are the experiences of 

transgender college students in American higher education?”  I seek to discover some of 

the challenges transgender college students have faced, and if and how their institutions 

have responded to their needs.  Additionally, I am interested in how the college 

experience and environment has shaped their identity development as transgender 

individuals, and how this process in turn has influenced their lives both inside and outside 

of the classroom.  Finally, I hope to gain a glimpse into the ways that participants have 

negotiated the social and personal dimensions of their identities in creating a cohesive 

sense of self.  
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EPISTEMOLOGICAL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS 

First and foremost, I am conducting this study as an advocate and a student affairs 

practitioner, with the desire to make my practice and the environment of higher education 

more supportive, equitable, and welcoming for transgender students.  As such, this study 

is a form of advocacy research.  I situate myself within action research, “a method of 

research in which creating a positive social change is the predominant force driving the 

investigator and the research” (Berg, 2004, p. 196).  However, it is important to note that 

the time restrictions I face in completing a master’s thesis precludes me from engaging in 

the full conception of action research, one that “mandates that individual researchers 

commit themselves to a group over some prolonged period of time, time enough to see 

change through” (Lincoln, 2001, p. 130).  Despite my time constraints, I hope to take an 

important first step in creating a more supportive campus environment for transgender 

college students by raising the level awareness of their experiences.  

As one operating from a social constructivist paradigm, I acknowledge that there 

are many different ways in which individuals see and interpret the world around them.  

This ontological paradigm has influenced my choice of qualitative methods to investigate 

my research question.   I want to give transgender students a voice, for as a marginalized 

population on college campuses, their stories have been silenced.  Through their 

narratives and photographs, I seek to discover the ways in which they make meaning of 

their experiences in higher education.  As a non-trans individual writing about trans 

issues, I am sensitive to the fact that if handled improperly, my work can further 

perpetuate the subjugation of transgender voices.  As such, I am intentional in choosing 
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qualitative methods as a way to allow transgender student voices and stories to be heard 

directly.  

As I am bringing into question normative conceptions of sex and gender, I am 

naturally influenced by queer theory.   I find queer theory to be valuable to this study in 

that it advances the discussion on the nature of gender and sexuality, and challenges the 

normative conception that sex and gender are one, bound within exclusive binaries 

(Renn, 2010; Wilchins, 2004).  Additionally, as issues of power are at the forefront of my 

mind in considering the “otherness” of transgender students within higher education, 

queer theory provides a framework through which to view heteronormativity and 

inequitable power structures that marginalizes trans individuals.  However, as I will 

discuss in Chapter IV, as I delved further into data analysis, I found queer theory to be 

inadequate in fully framing and describing the lived experience of the transsexual 

students in this study.  The reason for its inadequacy in this study is twofold.  Consistent 

with its critics (Nagoshi & Brzuzy, 2010; Namaste, 2005; Serano, 2007), queer theory 

does not fully encompass the transsexual desire to gain congruity between the body and 

mind through transitioning, and secondly, queer theory obscures an individual’s lived 

experience with its macro-level focus on inequitable power structures and societal 

dynamics (Abes, 2009; Nagoshi & Brzuzy, 2010).   

Some higher education scholars have critiqued the focus on campus climate and 

application-based LGBT research, and have suggested employing a theoretical focus that 

breaks apart normative conceptions of the gender binary and the hierarchical non-queer 

power structure within higher education (Renn, 2010; Torres et al., 2009).  However, I 
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am making a conscious decision as a reflective practitioner to be intentionally experience 

and application focused.  Through a social constructivist and advocacy research 

paradigm, I am interested in the lived experience of transgender students and the specific 

ways in which the field of student affairs can foster environments that will allow them to 

flourish in the full expressions of their identities.  In this way, similar to the approach 

taken by Abes and Kasch (2007), I incorporate elements from both queer theory and 

social constructivism in creating a theoretical lens through which to explore the 

experiences of transgender students in higher education.  

Finally, my theoretical framework is influenced by D’Augelli’s human 

development perspective, in which an individual’s identity is viewed contextually 

through the lifespan.  I utilize an adapted version of D’Augelli’s model of lesbian, gay, 

and bisexual development, which enables me to view the identity development of my 

participants contextually.  Understanding their stories within the context of their social 

network, family, culture, community allows me to piece together a richer understanding 

of their lives and identity development as transgender individuals.  

METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK  

I utilize Photovoice, a form of Participatory Action Research, in my methodology 

and research design.  Its home within postmodern, critical, and feminist theories 

resonates with my subject matter and philosophical approach.  Photovoice is also a form 

of Arts-Based Research, as it incorporates the visual arts as part of its methodology.  If 

the exploration of human experience lends itself to a qualitative approach because of the 

inadequacy of quantitative means to fully communicate abstract constructs such as love, 
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belonging, identity, and gender, perhaps this can be taken a step further.  Perhaps not just 

numbers and statistics, but also words, cannot fully express the depth and nuance of 

human experience.  Maybe art and visual imagery, which expresses that which cannot be 

fully articulated in words and numbers, can be the vehicle through which these themes 

can be voiced in their fullness and complexity.  This sentiment is echoed in a recent study 

utilizing Photovoice, in which the authors remarked of photograph’s power in 

“potentially capturing layers of emotion, intuitive experience and a sense of self that may 

not be verbalized other than in response to images” (Boyce & Hajra, 2011, p. 7).  

In Method Meets Art, Leavy (2009) speaks of embracing a holistic view of 

research, one that ties together epistemology, theory, and methodology.  She was drawn 

to Arts-Based Research as it was a way for her to merge two formerly separate identities: 

that of a researcher and that of a poet.  This merging of once compartmentalized identities 

is one of the many aspects of Art-Based Research that draws me to this form of 

qualitative inquiry.  My undergraduate work culminated in a Bachelor of Fine Arts in 

Studio Art, a field of study that was driven by the firm belief that being an artist was a 

part of my core identity.  Influenced by my involvement in Residence Life and Campus 

Life as an undergraduate student, I placed my artist self on hold, and decided to pursue 

graduate work in Higher Education.  In these endeavors over the past five years, I often 

experienced to varying degrees, what I termed an “art ache”: my artist identity, relegated 

to the background calling out for attention.  I felt that my two identities were at odds, and 

I found the choice to live with just one to be stifling.  I am excited about the opportunity 
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to merge these identities into a cohesive and multifaceted whole through Arts-Based 

Research.  

Photovoice stems from principles of critical consciousness, feminist theory, 

constructivism, and documentary photography (Hergenrather, Rhodes, Bardhoshi, 2009;  

Wang, 1999).  Photovoice seeks to empower individuals to speak of their personal 

experiences through photos and subsequent narratives to give light to the issues and 

concerns facing their community.  Contrary to positivistic viewpoints, Photovoice 

encourages an individual to tell their personal story to illuminate the unique ways in 

which they view and construct their world.  Through photographs, participants are 

empowered when given a voice and a channel through which their story can be told 

(Hergenrather et al., 2009).  Participants are given a camera and are instructed to take 

photographs that depict their experiences, concerns, and challenges.  The photographs are 

developed and participants are then engaged in an individual or group discussion utilizing 

the mnemonic SHOWED: “What do you See here?”; “What is really Happening here?”; 

“How does this relate to Our lives?”; “Why does this situation, concern, or strength 

exist?”; and “What can we Do about it?” (Wang, 1999).  Similarly, the mnemonic 

PHOTO has also been utilized in Photovoice studies: “Describe your Photo”; “What is 

really Happening in your Picture?”; “Why did you take a picture Of this?”; “What does 

this picture Tell us about your life?”; and “How can this picture provide Opportunities 

for us to improve life?” (Hergenrather, et.al, 2009). 

It is important to me to that individuals from the trans community are given the 

opportunity to depict and define for themselves, the issues that they face.  Through 
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Photovoice, my goal is to give transgender students the power of imaging, and through 

their photographs, “gain perceptual access to the world form the viewpoint of individuals 

who have not traditionally held control over the means of imaging the world” (Berg, 

2006, p. 205).  Namaste (2005) explores this lack of control and the silencing of trans 

voices through visual imagery in the media:  

Images of transsexuals are displayed to pique the curiosity of the non-transsexual.  

And if transsexuals organize themselves to protest the staging, to demand that 

they articulate their own concerns, they are unable to disseminate their message 

through the media (alternative or otherwise).  This situation allows non-

transsexuals to continue to present transsexual realities.  And since no one objects, 

the situation goes on and on, ad infinitum. (p. 46) 

 

Leavy (2000) affirms this perpetuation of structures of dominance through visual culture 

and imagery in a discussion on the work of Rollings (2005): “As a site where struggles 

over identity and representation are played out, visual culture is a space of contention 

where ideas of normalcy are created, and out of which the idea of the “other” emerges” 

(p. 220).  By utilizing Photovoice, I seek to give transgender students the power of 

imaging, and the opportunity challenge existing visual culture and imagery by depicting 

their own realities.  

The use of Photovoice to address a wide range of public health and social issues 

with culturally diverse groups has been well documented.  Photovoice has been utilized 

to separately examine both the transgender community and higher education.  However, 

this methodology has not been utilized in published literature to examine the transgender 

experience within higher education.  Hussey (2006) employed Photovoice to explore the 

health care experiences of five female to male (FtM) transsexuals in the San Francisco 

Bay Area.  From these photos and narratives, six themes emerged from which Hussey 
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provided implications and recommendations to the health care system in meeting the 

unique needs of FtM transgender individuals.  Photovoice was also utilized to explore the 

lives of transgender individuals and men who sleep with men in West Bengal, India 

(Boyce & Hajra, 2011).  The use of photography allowed participants to depict their 

realities, and offered a glimpse into the way sexual subjectivities are contextually and 

socially bound and created.  Within the higher education setting, very few studies 

utilizing Photovoice are found in published literature, with the exception of a study at 

Rutgers University, where this methodology was used by University Health Services to 

explore students’ health concerns and needs (Goodhart, Hsu, Baek, Colemen, Maresca, 

and Miller, 2006). 

RESEARCHER’S NARRATIVE: PERSONAL FRAMEWORK 

My story is one influenced by faith, doubt, and compassion, and the conviction of 

the dignity, beauty, and worth of all people.  Though compassion and social justice were 

cultivated in me from a very young age, they became a profound part of my life in my 

journey in becoming an LGBT ally.  These values grew stronger as I matured in my 

beliefs, and continued to be shaped by my graduate coursework in the Higher Education 

Administration and Student Affairs program at Texas Tech University.  In this narrative, 

I speak of my journey of becoming an ally, my own sense of identity, and the graduate 

coursework I have taken over the past five years that has led me to the inquiry of the 

transgender experience in higher education.  I tell my story in acknowledgement of the 

axiological assumptions of qualitative research; through my story, the reader will 
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discover the values, biases, and subjectivities that have informed this study and the 

conclusions that I have drawn.  

Becoming an Ally 

My journey in becoming a LGBT ally began during the summer after my 

graduation from high school.  At 17, the model pastor’s daughter and having just 

completed my tenure as the President of my high school’s Christian Club, my heart began 

to break.  It broke for the injustice perpetuated on the LGBT community by a group that 

defined me, a group that was up to that point in my mind so pure, so full of God’s love, 

and filled with such good intentions: the Church. 

It all began in the summer of 2001.  My older sister, a Junior in college, came 

home to San Francisco.  One afternoon over lunch, she challenged me to think critically 

about faith issues that I had never previously questioned.  I remember feeling a little 

shocked that she would have the audacity to challenge such ingrained and entrenched 

beliefs of our Christian faith.  She spoke specifically about the church’s treatment of 

LGBT individuals, and I began to feel immense discomfort as the cognitive and 

emotional dissonance I felt in my mind and heart grew deeper.  I wrote in my journal that 

night:   

It is so startling.  It is weird to break out of conventional thought.  Everything I 

ever thought to be true and right and wrong has been shaken up.  Chie first 

chiseled into my box and opened my eyes to start to think- is homosexuality this 

big condemned sin?  I must admit that before, I believed homosexuality was 

wrong.  I never viewed lesbians and gay men as people, humans, rather a 

population- “the gays”.  I just never bothered to think about it.  I just accepted 

people’s “truths” as my truth.  I am shocked looking back at my own ignorance.  I 

will never approach the topic the same way I did just a few days ago.  Imagine on 

Friday [at Youth Group] they talked a lot about [homosexuality] being a sin- 

nothing stirred in me- nothing made me question- and look at me now- 3 days 
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later- my understanding of it is totally overturned.  Very few people think.  I will 

never be the same. (personal journal, 7/23/2001) 

 

That weekend I read voraciously and thought deeply in attempt to reconcile the new 

information I gleaned with my existing but rapidly evolving worldview.  A few days 

later, I wrote in my journal: 

I see how wrong everyone is.  Chie told me Victor said if a gay person came to 

our church, he would ask them to leave.  I grabbed my head and yelped!  I felt it 

in my heart- the terrible injustice of it all- I felt this twinge in my heart that made 

me want to just cry.  I’ve never felt like this before.  It’s terrible.  All the hatred 

and homophobia.  They just don’t understand.  I know it’s unwise to talk about it 

in church, yet I feel it is terrible to leave anything unsaid.  It’s like turning my 

face against them.  Should I keep my mouth shut?  By doing so, I would just be 

letting the injustice continue.  It almost seems to me like a repeat of history with 

slavery and women’s rights- don’t we learn from our mistakes and from history?  

I feel terrible about the injustice of it all, and how ignorant I was before, and how 

adamant I was about it…like I really knew…I’m so glad she opened my eyes… 

knocking at the gates of my ignorance, beckoning me to think, not just to blindly 

accept.  It has opened up WORLDS.  I feel so stupid and ignorant. (personal 

journal, 7/25/2001) 

 

I was never the same after that weekend.  The deep visceral and emotional experience of 

confronting my own prejudice, ignorance, and privilege changed me in deep and lasting 

ways.  I never viewed the church with the same innocent eyes, and I began to see the 

world with new clarity, compassion, and empathy.  I became an ally.  

A few years into my journey, I vividly remember sitting in church as a 20 year-

old, fighting back tears as the pastor emphatically proclaimed to a congregation of 

hundreds that LGBT individuals were “poisons of the earth”.  My heart broke, again, as 

this statement of sheer hate was met by a chorus of righteous “Amens!”.  I looked around, 

and wondered how many others felt the deep, searing pain that I did in my heart, but all I 

saw were heads nodding in hearty agreement.  I wandered out of the church in a daze, 
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feeling deeply pained and very angry.  That night, I recounted the experience in my 

journal, with tears still in my eyes:  

I cried.  Words of hate, judgment, intolerance.  I was awful- he talked about 

homosexuality with such disdain and hate.  My heart was beating out of my chest, 

my hands shaking….filth, poisoning the earth, on and on…categorizing 

homosexuality with bestiality and pedophilia.  Such a powerful sadness and anger 

came over me.  It was so painful listening to it all.  Then I cried because I think 

Jesus would be sad and pained by all of this.  My first outright experience of 

homosexual judgment, intolerance, and hatred.  It hurts.  It makes me so sad.  I 

will NEVER go back there.  NEVER.  I can’t tolerate such outright hatefulness. 

(personal journal, 3/21/2004) 

 

This experience further strengthened my identity as an LGBT ally.  I was infuriated at the 

injustice and hatred perpetuated by the church, and I fell further away from the faith that I 

once knew.  

A few months later, I was home for the holidays, and I remember sitting in the 

home of a family from church that I was so fond of.  I called them “uncle” and “aunty”.  I 

loved their warm, caring smiles and big hearts.  The conversation shifted from a 

lighthearted banter, and their voices and faces became somber.  They began to discuss 

how imperative it was for their family to participate in the recent march in San Francisco 

protesting gay marriage.  They spoke with such passion and fire.  I remember shifting 

uncomfortably in my chair, unable to meet their gaze.  “How could this be?”, I wondered 

with a deep sadness.  How could such wonderful people, messengers of God’s love, be 

filled with such fiery contempt?  I remember wandering into their young daughter’s 

room.  Amid photographs of the latest teenage heartthrob hung a sign used at this march, 

written in marker with such innocent handwriting: “Marriage= 1 man+1 woman”.  I felt 
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my heart break, again.  From this brokenness emerged a fire, a desire to fight for justice 

for this group of people who have been treated with such discrimination and hate.  

Professional Responsibility as a Student Affairs Practitioner 

When I was an undergraduate student, I felt strongly that being an artist was a part 

of my core identity.  Now I feel that learning, developing others, and fighting for social 

justice is an important part of who I am.  I find that working with students in higher 

education is a perfect venue for this.   As a student affairs professional, I am committed 

to the growth and development of the college students with whom I work.  I affirm the 

statement in Learning Reconsidered (2006), which speaks of the holistic nature of 

growth: “learning, development, and identity formation can no longer be considered as 

separate from each other, but rather that they are interactive and shape each other as they 

evolve” (p. 10).  Although I focus primarily on students’ academic and intellectual 

growth in my present work as an academic advisor, I am very aware of my charge to also 

support their personal, relational, and identity development.  I value the conversations 

that I share with students and feel fortunate to be in a position where I can listen to their 

stories and personal histories, their sense of identity, and from there guide them towards 

an academic path that is most congruent with who they are and what they aspire to 

become.  From the study of student development theory and from my personal 

experiences working with students, I realize the transformative impact the college 

experience can have on individuals.  I am very interested in investigating the ways in 

which a student’s identities and personal histories influence their experience of higher 

education, their academic and vocational choices, and how all of this in turn impacts their 
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learning.  Along with a holistic view of students, I feel very strongly that a commitment 

to social justice is an important component and a guiding principle of student affairs 

work.  I am firmly committed to supporting student diversity, and to creating an 

environment in which differences are not only accepted but also celebrated.  Transgender 

students are an underserved population, and I feel strongly that student affairs as a field 

must make greater efforts to understand their experiences so that we can respond to their 

needs and create environments that support their personal and intellectual growth and 

development.  My journey to this point developed through my five years of graduate 

studies in the Higher Education Administration and Student Affairs program.  Every year, 

my coursework slowly and incrementally shaped my philosophy on education, student 

affairs, social justice, and my own personal sense identity.  In order to better understand 

my personal framework, I will discuss my graduate coursework that ultimately brought 

me to the study of the transgender student experience.  

Graduate Experience 

I began my graduate studies in Higher Education Administration and Student 

Affairs in the Spring of 2008.  I started what would become a five-year journey by 

enrolling in The Philosophy of Education.  I was introduced to postmodernism and 

critical theory, and gained a cursory glimpse of the work of Friere and Derrida.  I was 

intrigued by the idea of critical pedagogy, and education’s potential to break down 

oppressive systems of power and to promote social justice.  Though I did not know it at 

the time, these ideas would continue to influence my thoughts and beliefs, and would 
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resurface many times in my interpretation and understanding of the material presented in 

my graduate coursework.  

In 2009, a year into my graduate work, I received an email from Dr. Stacy Jacob, a 

professor in the Higher Education program.  She was starting a research group 

investigating the experiences of transgender college students, and was recruiting graduate 

students who were interested in being part of the research team.  As a strong ally, I was 

immediately interested, but I was intimidated by my lack of research experience.  Dr. 

Jacob was very affirming, and emphasized that this project would be a great learning 

opportunity.  After our first research meeting, I began keeping a reflexive journal.  I felt a 

little anxious, as both qualitative research and the transgender experience were so new to 

me.  I bought two books, Stryker’s (2008) Transgender History and Girshick’s (2008) 

Transgender Voices, and began to develop a fledgling understanding of the transgender 

experience.  In the first few weeks of my involvement in the research group, I reflected 

on the idea of identity and my own sense of self as a way to connect with and begin to 

understand the transgender experience: 

Questions of identity intrigue me, and as I reflect on my own experiences, I realize 

that I am on a continual journey in defining my sense of self and identity.  As an 

undergraduate art student, my body of work addressed my shifting sense of self in 

regards to my cultural identity.  How can this relate to gender identity?  Are there 

parallel to my own struggle to define who I am culturally?  I am Malaysian, 

legally…I was born there.  I am ethnically Chinese in that my ancestors came from 

China, but I feel very little connection to this ancestral homeland that I have never 

personally experienced firsthand.  I have been in America for most of my life, but 

do I consider myself American?  How do I define myself?  What is my cultural 

identity?  Am I Malaysian, Chinese, or American?  In my journey of identity 

development, I often struggled with a feeling that I didn’t quite belong in any of 

the three.  Cultural identity is a vastly different construct than gender identity, but 

by reflecting on my own experience to define myself, I can begin to understand 

and perhaps reach a deeper level of empathy towards what a transgender person 
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might experience.  I imagine that all identity crises involve the feeling of being 

torn, of alienation, and the sense that one does not quite belong. (reflexive journal, 

11/2009) 

 

As I delved into the transgender experience, I began to realize just how little I knew, and 

I worried about how my ignorance would affect the interviews that we would conduct 

with our participants.  I also began to question my role as a non-trans researcher 

investigating trans issues, a quandary that would resurface 3 years later as I began my 

thesis.  I wrote: 

The more I read, the more apprehensive I become.  There is so much to learn, so 

much to know, so much to internalize and think deeply, critically, and 

emotionally about.  Will I reach this level of understanding and empathy before 

the interviews begin?  As I read, I see that many begin this deep struggle of 

identity in their early years- 3,4,5- and many do not reach any sort of resolution 

until their 30s, 40s and beyond.  I’m sure struggles of identify consume their 

thoughts- they wrestle with notions of gender and identity for years in such a 

personal way, so how do I, as someone who has just begun to unearth the many 

intricacies and issues of transgender life- someone who is quite comfortable in my 

own gender identity- and whose interior notion of self completely matches my 

exterior self…even begin to gain a deeper understanding on these issues and be 

able to speak intelligently and empathetically to these individuals?  How would I 

feel if a Caucasian scholar began to interview me about my cultural identity as an 

immigrant from Malaysia- about my struggle to reconcile my identity as a 

Malaysian Chinese in America, and my shifting sense of self?  Would they be 

able to engage me in a meaningful way having never experienced these things 

first hand? (reflexive journal, 11/29/09) 

 

I forged ahead, and continued reading, learning, and reflecting.  For various reasons, the 

group disbanded early in the research process, but my interest in transgender issues 

persisted.  I continued in my graduate studies, and found myself in College Student 

Development a year later in 2010.  We made our way through the foundational theories of 

student development and soon moved into social identity development.  We spent a class 

period reviewing theories of LGBT development, focusing on the work of D’Augelli and 
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Cass.  I found it unfortunate that our 448-page textbook featured less than a 2-page 

discussion on transgender identity development in college students.  While reviewing 

these student development theories, I completed a semester-long assignment: a “Voice 

Project”, in which I assumed the voice of an individual whose identity did not intersect 

with my own.  I explored the voice of Jan, a 20 year-old female to male transgender 

college student.  The voice project allowed me to read extensively, think deeply, and 

reflect on my growing understanding on trans issues in a very open and self-guided 

manner.  Towards the end of the project, I began to connect with the transgender 

experience at a deeper level.  I remember spending a day exploring the website of Ryan 

Sallans, a FtM transsexual individual, and was struck by how the media had shaped my 

early transgender understanding, a reality that would resurface many times while 

completing my thesis a few years later.  I wrote in my voice journal:  

So many times the media portrays transgender individuals as less-than human: 

men with garish makeup in eccentric attire, women sporting wimpy mustaches 

whose small frames are swallowed up in ill-fitting suits.  Ryan looked so normal, 

attractive, and down to earth.  I read through his journal chronicling his transition.  

He was so...human.  For months I have researched transgender issues, 

familiarizing myself with the vocabulary, the issues, the struggles.  Despite 

reading about the stories of transgender individuals, and despite my heart and 

mind reaching out to them, to some degree they still remained as a distant “other”.  

Ryan, though his stories, his photos, his personal journals, and his videos made 

the trans man completely human to me.  This feels like a milestone for me in this 

voice journey. (voice journal, 12/5/2010) 

 

Twenty-eight pages and three months later, I reluctantly submitted my project.  I had 

learned so much, not only about the transgender experience, but about myself as well, 

and I was reluctant to conclude the voice project.  As the semester drew to a close, I knew 
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my study of transgender issues, especially those faced by students on college campuses, 

would definitely not stop there.  

The next year in 2011, I enrolled in The American College Student, a course that 

featured a semester-long qualitative research project.  We discussed qualitative inquiry, 

and I connected with its ontological assumptions, the social constructivist paradigm, and 

its focus on listening to the unique voices, truths, and stories of others.  That semester, I 

viewed a TED talk by Dr. Brene Brown, a Professor of Sociology and a qualitative 

researcher.  She shared that as an academic, she had an adverse reaction when the 

organizer of a speaking engagement suggested the professional descriptor of 

“storyteller”.  Storyteller was just not academic like “researcher”, or “scholar”!  She then 

reconciled this in her mind by stating: “Stories are data with a soul”.  I am drawn to 

qualitative research for this reason.  There is such power in stories for me.  I found this to 

be true as I listened to the stories and experiences of four international Chinese students, 

interviews that were part of my group’s study on the challenges and adaptation of 

international students from China.  As we reviewed the different groups of students on 

our college campuses and their unique needs and challenges, Dr. Jacob always returned 

to the centrality of social justice in the work of student affairs.  At the end of the 

semester, I became engaged in the qualitative research process, I connected with the 

focus of social justice in student affairs work, and I began seriously contemplating 

writing a thesis.  

That summer, I took a course on the history of American higher education that 

solidified my belief in the importance of social justice in student affairs.  The course 
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opened with a survey of early American higher education and women’s fight for equal 

access.  I began to realize that higher education has been a mode through which dominant 

culture and systems of oppression are reinforced and reproduced.  The survey of history 

through a critical theory lens made me wonder about covert and institutionalized systems 

of oppression that exist within higher education today that create only an illusion of 

equity.  The transgender student population came to mind more than once in these 

thoughts.  As our focus shifted into the 1960’s, I began to realize with more clarity how 

this dynamic has unfolded in the history of higher education, and the troubling effect it 

has had on silencing the voices of marginalized groups.  I connected with this notion on a 

personal level when I encountered the absence of Asian Americans in the historical 

accounts of American higher education.  Upon further investigation of the Asian 

American experience, I felt frustrated that our involvement was, by omission, deemed to 

be inconsequential to the history of higher education.  Discovering the stories of Asian 

American student activists in the 1960’s, the vast majority of which are absent from 

historical accounts, made me feel a sense of rootedness and belonging within higher 

education.  Connecting with my history affirmed me and my place within higher 

education in a way that I had not previously experienced before.  This experience of 

being “the other” strengthened my resolve, as a higher education professional, to fight for 

those whose voices have not been included in our history, and for those today who 

remain on the fringes of higher education.  The study of history gave me perspective, and 

I realized that our actions as higher education administrators and student affairs 

professionals today has far reaching implications for the present and the future.  I began 
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to recognize our interconnectedness, and the power we hold to incite change.  The 

reflective study of history gave me a deeper glimpse into human nature, and I realized 

through the study of institutional leaders and the choices they made, that humans are 

flawed beings whose desire for power and dominance can have a destructive impact.  I 

became cognizant that prejudice and fear of the “other” are deeply ingrained in our 

human consciousness, and as such, the way I lead and the mindful choices I make can 

either fight against or affirm systems of injustice within my institution, and in turn, in 

society at large.  The study of the history of higher education challenged and 

subsequently changed me both personally and professionally, and strengthened my 

resolve to be an advocate for transgender students in higher education.  By the end of the 

year, I decided to complete a thesis, with the intention of advancing social justice in 

higher education by giving a voice to transgender students. 

DATA SOURCES 

The data sources utilized in this study include participant photographs, face-to-

face interviews, e-mails, participant feedback and additions from interview transcripts, 

reflexive journaling, and researcher memos. 

RECRUITMENT OF PARTICIPANTS 

The process of participant recruitment was very challenging.  I began the 

recruitment process in March 2012 upon approval of my IRB proposal (Appendix A and 

B), and extended my efforts through July 2012.  I made contact with gatekeepers at 

LGBT organizations in communities and higher education institutions in the Southwest 

United States.  Many groups did not respond to my inquiries, and the majority of those 
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who did denied my request to speak to their students, citing the need to protect the 

privacy of their trans identified members.  One administrator refused to send my 

information to the students involved at her institution’s resource center, as she did want 

them to feel “tokenized”.  Other institutions and organizations while unwilling to allow 

me to speak to their groups directly, took steps to contact their trans identified members 

on my behalf.  While grateful for their efforts, I was beginning to see the importance of 

personalized contact, one that I could not achieve through text and the written word.  I 

submitted an amendment to my IRB proposal (Appendix C) in May 2012, requesting the 

use of video as a recruitment tool.   I created a three-minute video that introduced the 

study and my role as an LGBT ally and advocate.  I uploaded this video to Vimeo, a 

video hosting website, and sent the link to LGBT organizations, community gatekeepers, 

colleagues, and personal contacts whom I knew identified as allies to the LGBT 

community.  Unfortunately, despite these efforts, I remained unsuccessful in my 

recruitment efforts.  I felt frustrated, and expounded of these thoughts in my reflexive 

journal:  

Today marks the end of week four.  Four weeks.  Zero participants.  I’m feeling 

discouraged and honestly increasingly disappointed.  I’m disappointed at those 

who are part of organizations that exist to support LGBT individuals, and their 

lack of support for me, as one who, as an ally, seeks through my research to 

increase awareness and support for these same individuals.  Why create LGBT 

[facebook] pages for individuals and allies…post on all the developments in the 

trans world in Texas and across the country, yet show so little support for 

someone who is trying to make a difference locally, in this community, in this 

institution?  Why identify yourself as a trans activist, yet choose not to support 

me, my research, my efforts to create more inclusive and supportive environments 

for trans people?  This just doesn’t make sense in my mind.  At this moment, 

more than the stress and pressure I feel of lack of progress in this thesis is the 

disappointment I feel towards these individuals.  At the very least show your 

support by saying something, anything!  Don’t ignore the message I send you, the 
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video I send you, then post about how strides are being made at other universities 

in their treatment of trans students.  With great heaviness, I begin week five of my 

recruitment attempts tomorrow. (reflexive journal, 4/30/12) 

 

In my fifth week of unsuccessful recruitment attempts, I sent the video to an officer of a 

student organization that I had previously contacted on four separate occasions.  This 

video opened the door for me to speak directly with this group at their final meeting of 

the semester.  I gave a short presentation to a group of about 40 students.  At the end of 

July 2012, I had made a total of 51 initial contacts to 13 LGBT student organizations, 5 

LGBT student centers, 2 on-campus and community support organizations, and 31 

individuals and community gatekeepers.  My recruitment information was posted by 

group members on the Facebook pages of two groups supporting transgender individuals 

with a total of 1605 members.  The recruitment video had been viewed 31 times.  

RETENTION ISSUES 

In July 2012, I submitted a third amendment to my IRB proposal (Appendix D), 

requesting permission to provide participants with $50 in compensation.  At the end of 

my recruitment period, I had met with a total of four students to discuss their 

participation in the study.  However, three of the four participants were not progressing in 

the Photovoice process and had become unresponsive to my e-mails.  Additionally, after 

the initial interview with my first participant, I felt the desire to provide some token of 

appreciation to express my immense gratitude for their willingness to share their story 

with me.  The amendment was approved, and the compensation was the impetus for my 

second participant to complete the Photovoice and interview process.  The third and 

fourth participants remained unresponsive, and were ultimately not included in the study.   
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DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

From late April through June 2012, I met with each student after they expressed 

an interest in participating in the study through e-mail.  During this meeting, I sensed 

varying levels of hesitancy from each student that ranged from curiosity to guardedness 

indicative of some level of distrust.  One participant, a laid back and friendly student 

when asked: “Do you have any initial questions for me?”, said “Yeah!”, laughed, then 

asked somewhat incredulously, “Why are you doing this?!”.  I emphasized my identity as 

an LGBT ally and advocate for transgender students, and took special care to address my 

motivations and intentions for the study.  In this first meeting, I was cognizant of my 

position as the researcher, and the ways in which the participants might perceive our roles 

as hierarchical.  In line with a basic tenet of Participatory Action Research, I took steps to 

equalize and minimize any sense of power, neutrality, and distance that I held as the 

researcher (Smith et al. 2010).  After reviewing what her involvement would be in the 

study, one participant seemed hesitant and wondered about confidentiality.  She said, “I 

hear about transgender people being killed all the time”, then later stated ruefully about 

her transition and coming out process: “My parents don’t even know”.  Students were 

assured of confidentiality, and I addressed the measures that would be taken to protect 

their identity.  After all concerns had been addressed and once I sensed an increased level 

of ease in each participant, I reviewed the consent form, which some participants then 

signed.  Others needed additional time to consider their participation, and left with the 

consent form.  Participants who signed the consent form were provided with a disposable 

camera with 27 exposures and were encouraged to tell the story of their experiences as 
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transgender students both on and off their college campuses through their photographs.  

We discussed possible subjects of the photographs, and I provided participants with a 

copy of the Photography Guidelines handout (Appendix A), which offered photography 

ideas and prompts.  Students seemed simultaneously uncertain and excited about the 

project, and many began verbally brainstorming about the photographs they would take.  

Care was taken to discuss the Photo Release form (Appendix A), which I instructed 

participants to complete if a photo with a personally recognizable image of a person or 

oneself is taken.   

Follow-up emails were sent to the participants in June and July 2012.  Once 

photographs had been taken, participants returned their cameras to me in July and August 

2012.  I ordered one print of each photograph and obtained a CD of digitized images 

from the film developer.  The original photographs and film negatives were returned to 

each participant, along with a list of questions for personal reflection.  Finally, I met with 

participants individually in July 2012 and August 2012, and they spoke of their 

experiences by discussing the images they had selected.  I utilized a semi-structured 

interview protocol; however, the photographs served as the primary guide for our 

discussions.  A second interview was conducted with my first participant in August 2012.  

DEVELOPMENT OF INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

The semi-structured interview protocol features questions to guide the discussion 

of the photographs that each participant selected.  These include: Describe your photo;  

What is really happening in your photo?;  Why did you choose to take this picture?;  

What does this image represent for you?;  How does this photo speak to your experience 
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as a transgender college student?;  How can this photo help your university improve your 

experience?.  These prompts for discussion were adapted from Wang’s (2009) original 

Photovoice PHOTO mnemonic: “Describe your Photo”; “What is really Happening in 

your Picture?”; “Why did you take a picture Of this?”; “What does this picture Tell us 

about your life?”; and “How can this picture provide Opportunities for us to improve 

life?”.  The remaining questions were developed based on a review of literature and 

centered on identity development and experiences within higher education.  These 

questions were utilized only as needed, as the participants and the stories they shared 

about their photographs guided the interviews.  

DATA ANALYSIS 

The recorded face-to-face interviews were transcribed and saved as Microsoft 

Word files.  The photographs that were discussed during the interviews were inserted into 

the word document transcriptions in digital format.  Each transcription was e-mailed to 

participants for review to ensure that their thoughts and responses were accurately 

portrayed.  The transcripts and photographs were then reviewed and analyzed for key 

themes that portrayed the identity development and challenges faced by transgender 

students within higher education.  Researcher memos and reflexive journals were also 

utilized in this process.  The data analysis began with the creation of a master list of 

inductive codes that emerged upon initial review and analysis of the data.  The transcripts 

and images were examined multiple times, and codes were then assigned to segments of 

the data as appropriate.  Some of these codes were then combined into larger themes that 

are presented in Chapter IV.  
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TRUSTWORTHINESS  

Credibility 

Credibility was established through triangulation, reflexive journaling, and 

member checks (Cutcliffe & McKenna, 1999; Glesne, 1999; Shenton, 2004).  

Triangulation was achieved through the use of multiple data sources: participant 

observation and interactions, participant interviews, participant photographs, and 

researcher memos.  Credibility was also established through a four-month engagement 

period with my participants that included numerous meetings and emails.  During this 

time period, I met with my first participant, Ava, five times, and my second participant, 

Jen, three times.  Through these interactions, we built rapport and developed a 

relationship of mutual trust and respect, an important contributor to credibility (Creswell 

2007; Glesne, 1999; Shenton, 2004).  Credibility was also established through member 

checking, both during and after the interview process (Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 1999).  

During the interview, I frequently summarized Ava and Jen’s responses to ensure that my 

understanding reflected their experiences and views.  They were also given the 

opportunity to review the typed transcriptions of their interviews and were encouraged to 

clarify or revise their thoughts if necessary.  I engaged in reflexive journaling, in which I 

reflected on my observations and the initial themes I perceived after each interview.  I 

referred to these entries during data analysis as a form of “progressive subjectivity, or the 

monitoring of the researcher’s own developing constructions” (Shenton, p. 68, 2004).  

Finally, transcriptions of all interviews and the themes that I identified were provided to 
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my committee members, three individuals with extensive knowledge and experience in 

higher education and student affairs, for review (Glesne, 1999).  

Transferability 

In discussing transferability within qualitative research, Shenton (2004) 

emphasizes that the duty of determining transferability lies with the reader, and states: “It 

is the responsibility of the investigator to ensure that sufficient contextual information 

about the fieldwork sites is provided to enable the reader to make such a transfer” (p. 69).  

By providing the reader with a thorough description of recruitment and data collection 

procedures, contextual information, thick descriptions, participant quotations and 

photographs, I assist the reader in determining the transferability of my findings to their 

own educational environments and contexts (Glesne, 1999; Shenton, 2004).  

Dependability 

Citing the work of Lincoln and Guba, Shenton (2004) suggests that dependability 

is ensured when measures of credibility are followed.  Shenton also proposes that 

dependability is established in qualitative research through a thorough accounting of the 

research process, “thereby enabling a future researcher to repeat the work, if not 

necessarily to gain same results” (p. 71).  In addressing this facet of dependability, I have 

explained in detail the research design, recruitment mechanisms, and data collection 

methods utilized in this study.  Additionally, members of my committee, three 

individuals with extensive knowledge and experience in higher education, conducted 

external audits of the findings. 
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Confirmability  

In a discussion of confirmability, Shenton (2004) suggests that “steps must be 

taken to help ensure as far as possible that the work’s findings are the result of the 

experiences and ideas of the informants, rather than the characteristics and preferences of 

the researcher” (p. 72).  Through the open disclosure of my own values and biases in the 

discussion of my personal framework, I have addressed a component of confirmability, 

“the extent through which the researcher admits his or her own predispositions” 

(Shenton, 2004, p. 72).  I delved into how these values and experiences have influenced 

the research question, and my choice of methodology, data collection, data analysis, and 

findings (Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 1999).  Additional measures were taken during data 

analysis to ensure confirmability:  Chapter IV includes quotations from participants that 

can be traced to the original transcriptions, and a confirmability audit trail can be 

established through original transcriptions, participant photographs, reflexive journaling, 

and researcher memos (Glesne, 1999).  

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The proposal for this study was submitted to Texas Tech University’s Internal 

Review Board for approval in February 2012 (Appendix A).  During the first meetings 

with participants, I reviewed the Informed Consent form, which described in detail their 

participation in the study.  Personally identifiable information such as majors, city, 

geographical location, and institution name were not utilized in the study, and 

participants were referred to by pseudonyms.  Participants chose the photographs they 

wished to include in the study and were given the opportunity to edit the images if 
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desired.  For example, one participant requested that I crop the image of her head from a 

photograph (Figure 9).  She signed the Photo Release form (Appendix A), which allowed 

me to use a photograph that included the partial image of her face in a mirror’s reflection 

(Figure 10).  Both participants were provided typed transcriptions of their interview and 

were given the opportunity to remove any information that they did not want included in 

the study.  Finally, the issue of power was an important ethical consideration in this 

study, as transgender students are a marginalized population in higher education and in 

society at large.  As I have discussed in this chapter, I was very careful to examine my 

motivations for completing this study, as I did not want my work to further perpetuate the 

subjugation of trans voices (Namaste, 2005; Serano, 2007).  It was ethically important to 

me that above all, I honor the experiences and stories of my participants.  

INSTITUTION PROFILE 

Participants are students at a large public, coeducational, four-year research 

institution in the Southwest United States.  The city that houses this institution is 

conservative:  60% of inhabitants are affiliated with religious congregations, the largest 

of which is the Southern Baptist Convention (37%), and in the 2008 presidential election, 

68% of the city voted Republican and 32% voted Democrat.  The institution features an 

enrollment of approximately 30,000 students.  Of these students, 67% are Caucasian, 

18% are Hispanic, and 5% are African American.  Fourteen percent of the undergraduate 

student population is involved in Greek Life.  While the campus does feature an LGBT 

student organization, it does not house a dedicated student resource center to address the 

needs of its LGBT campus community members.  The university’s non-discrimination 
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statement, while including sexual orientation, does not provide any provisions for gender 

identity.  

PARTICIPANT PROFILES 

Ava  

Ava is a 23 year-old Senior who identifies as a male to female transsexual.  When 

we first met, Ava still presented as male, and had just begun her transition process 

through hormone replacement therapy.  Over our 4-month interaction, she began the 

coming out to her family, friends, and professors, and started using her new female name.  

Ava realized in junior high that she was different: “For me, I didn’t know anything was 

wrong until I actually kind of looked into it a little bit, and thought, “oh, this isn’t what 

everyone feels”, and thought “oh, okay, this isn’t normal”’ (Ava, interview, page 5, 

paragraph 60, July 20, 2012).  Over the last four years at her institution, Ava experienced 

a lot of inner turmoil in coming to terms with her gender identity.  She suffered through 

dark moments in which she engaged in self-harm and contemplated suicide.  Her grades 

fell, and she felt very isolated and alone.  Through the support of the counseling center, 

she began “figuring out more and more about [her]self” (Ava, interview, page 6, 

paragraph 76, July 20, 2012), and soon made the decision to begin her transition.  The 

transition process has been very affirming, and she has experienced tremendous support 

from her family, friends, and coworkers in her coming out process.  I noticed a marked 

difference in Ava’s physical and emotional disposition from our initial meeting in April 

to our first interview in late July.  She exuded a certain joy, lightness, and peace.  She 

remarked: “It started to get really better once I told my parents and everything was fine.  I 
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just got better and better and better and better” (Ava, interview, page 32, paragraph 307, 

July 20, 2012).  Between the first and second interview, Ava took additional steps in her 

transition by legally changing her name and gender marker.  She is excited to return to 

school and work in the Fall semester.  It will be a new beginning for Ava, as she will start 

a new major and for the first time, will fully live as a woman.  When asked about how 

she felt about this fresh start, she exclaimed: “I’m excited.  I finally get to be who I want 

to be!”’ (Ava, interview, page 23, paragraph 223, July 20, 2012).  

Jen 

Jen is a 24-year old graduating Senior who identifies as a male to female 

transsexual.  Jen began experiencing feelings of gender dysphoria at a young age, but the 

emotional conflict and turmoil that resulted became particularly strong in college.  Jen 

battled intense feelings of guilt and shame, and attempted to mask her feelings through 

her intimate relationships: “I always felt like if I got a girlfriend, that I could be a normal 

guy.  So I did get a girlfriend, and I had one for 3 ½ years and I broke up with her when I 

was 19, and after that, the dysphoria really started to mount, because I was using her to 

bury it, and now I didn’t have anything to bury it with” (Jen, interview, page 3, paragraph 

29, August 7, 2012).  Further along in her journey, Jen found herself in another 

relationship that ultimately ended after she came out to her girlfriend, an experience that 

she describes as “really kind of crushing” (Jen, interview, page 4, paragraph 33, August 

7, 2012).  She began to experience intense feelings of isolation as she battled with her 

escalating feelings of gender dysphoria.  At one point in her life, she spent many days 

crying in bed in her residence hall on campus.  She remarked, “I felt so alone, and I felt 
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so not myself” (Jen, interview, page 4, paragraph 33, August 7, 2012).  She found solace 

and support through online transgender communities, and in her Senior year, she met 

other transsexual students through a support group at the Student Counseling Center at 

her institution.  During this time, she also met her current girlfriend who has provided her 

with immense support.  Jen remarked: “She probably saved my life.  I probably wouldn’t 

be alive if it weren’t for her” (Jen, interview, page 6, paragraph 40, August 7, 2012).  

With her girlfriend’s support, Jen began her transition process in her final months at her 

institution through hormone replacement therapy.  Four months later, Jen still presents as 

male, but she plans to complete her transition and come out to her family upon 

graduation.  With heaviness, she spoke of male presentation: “It’s a mask, and I’m really 

tired of wearing it” (Jen, interview, page 29, paragraph 219, August 7, 2012). 

SUMMARY 

Chapter 3 touched on the epistemological, theoretical, and methodological 

frameworks that guide this study.  I explored the Photovoice methodology and discussed 

the recruitment process, data collection, data sources, interview protocol, and 

trustworthiness of the study.  This chapter also delved to the presentation of my personal 

narrative as the researcher, in which I reflected on the important events in my life that 

have led me to an exploration of trans issues within higher education.  I took the time tell 

my story as a way to address the axiological considerations of qualitative research and to 

acknowledge the value-laden nature of this study.  Finally, the chapter concluded with an 

introduction of Ava and Jen, the two participants in this study, and a brief profile of their 

institution.  
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS 

INTRODUCTION 

Ava and Jen shared compelling experiences as transgender individuals journeying 

from emotional conflict to peace and confusion to clarity in their quest to express their 

identities in their fullness and complexity.  They experienced intense periods of 

emotional turmoil and feelings of loneliness and isolation in their journey of coming to 

terms with their transgender identity.  Ava and Jen shared stories of defining and 

experimenting with their gender variant identities, a process that began early in their 

lives.  As members of the millennial generation, the Internet played a crucial role in their 

identity development, and provided the first source of support and community.  As they 

came to terms with their transgender identities, Ava and Jen struggled to reconcile this 

identity with their spiritual, cultural, and familial selves.  Their desire for authenticity 

ultimately led to their decisions to begin the process of transitioning.  They articulated 

how important the support of family, friends, and the campus community has been during 

this challenging but exciting time in their lives.  The significant role the support of others 

has played in their lives has sparked a desire in Ava and Jen to become contributing 

members of the LGBT community by being a source of support for other transgender 

individuals.  Finally, Ava and Jen’s experiences point to the lack of awareness on 

transgender issues on their college campus, one that mirrors the ignorance present in 

society at large.  The concluding section of this chapter examines Jen and Ava’s 

experiences within D’Augelli’s theoretical framework of LGB identity development.  
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ISOLATION AND EMOTIONAL TURMOIL 

Ava and Jen experienced overwhelming emotional turmoil and feelings of 

isolation in coming to terms with their gender identities.  This internal emotional struggle 

was expressed in their lives in different ways.  Jen spoke of the debilitating loneliness and 

confusion she experienced when she first enrolled at her institution: “At this stage the 

dysphoria was so bad that there would be two or three days where I would just lay in my 

bed and cry.  It was just really overwhelming, and it was a really bad time” (Jen, 

interview, page 5, paragraph 37, August 7, 2012).  She later elaborated on the feelings 

she experienced in these dark moments: “I was so alone, I was so, I felt so helpless, just 

like there’s no way out” (Jen, interview, page 5, paragraph 37, August 7, 2012).  She 

turned to alcohol as a mechanism to cope with the overwhelming isolation and dysphoria 

she felt: “I used alcohol as a crutch, and I would get really drunk and put on lingerie and 

do cam shows and other stuff because that’s the only way I could really express it” (Jen, 

interview, page 4, paragraph 35, August 7, 2012).  The isolation and inner turmoil Jen 

experienced stemmed in part from her fear of not being accepted for who she is at the 

core: 

I think now the most rational thing I can think of is rejection.  There was an 

element of fear against violent reaction, but I’ve never been a person to be afraid 

of that.  I think what I was more afraid of is…what I felt was a truer part of 

myself being rejected outright. (Jen, interview, page 9, paragraph 69, August 7, 

2012) 

 

Later in the interview, she referenced this fear of rejection as she spoke of her strained 

relationship with her family and her desire to be fully loved and accepted.  With obvious 

pain and sadness in her voice, she shared: 
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I think it’s especially hard to know that you’re somebody else.  You want to be 

somebody else, and then to tell people you love, and they might be disgusted by 

that, or freaked out by that or something and then reject you, but you’re still in 

love with that person.  It’s going to take a lot of hardening of myself before I can 

come out to my family. (Jen, interview, page 23, paragraph 159, August 7, 2012) 

 

  Ava experienced many similar emotions in her journey as a transgender student at 

her institution.  She took many photographs of locations on and near her campus that 

represented painful and challenging moments in her journey.  She shared a photograph 

(Figure 1) and the story of an emotional breakdown that occurred a year ago that still 

haunts her to this day.  The reactions of others during this experience also made her 

reflect on the different way society treats men and women, an important consideration 

that would resurface a year later as she began her transition.  

 
Figure 1- Greenhouse 

 

[Figure 1] is a picture is right outside the greenhouse, and I took that because 

that’s kind of where I broke down once, and it was just, I mean even now I just 

kind of walk by it and just kind of remember about it, and it just, it really got me 

wondering.  One, I was a guy then, and just kind of just like sitting down and 
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crying, and like no one looked at me, and no one said anything, no one offered to 

help or anything, and I just kind of wondered would that be different if I was a 

girl crying.  Because I know when I see one, I feel bad, and I want to say 

something, especially if they are all alone, and I just don’t know if that would 

have been different for me. (Ava, interview, page 9, paragraph 100, July 20, 

2012) 

 

When questioned about what caused this emotional breakdown, Ava pointed to the 

isolation she began to feel after losing her girlfriend and friends: “eventually we had just 

disagreements and misunderstanding, and I wasn’t able to see them, and just, started to 

cry because I didn’t have any friends, and so it really hurt” (Ava, interview, page 9, 

paragraph 104, July 20, 2012). 

Ava also took a photograph (Figure 2) of a fence on campus where she would 

often sit next to and think when she “just had to get out” (Ava, interview, page 16, 

paragraph 155, July 20, 2012). 

 
Figure 2- Fence 
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When asked about what went through her mind during these quiet moments, Ava spoke 

of how overwhelmed she felt about the prospect of coming out and transitioning without 

a support system:   

Most of it was just that I was unhappy and I needed to do something, and I just 

couldn’t figure out what.  I just kept on running through all sorts of different 

things about what I should do, and what would really be best, and I could never 

really sort it out…[Transitioning] was in there, and I thought, “well, I don’t know 

what’s going to happen” and since I didn’t have friends, it was really hard to even 

think about it because I knew I wanted people there, and it was just a lot. (Ava, 

interview, page 16, paragraph 157, July 20, 2012) 

 

As these experiences and thoughts became more frequent, Ava became so overwhelmed 

by her feelings of confusion and isolation that suicidal ideation began to enter her mind.  

She took photographs of a bridge by campus (Figures 3, 4, and 5), and spoke of how her 

thoughts as she walked across this bridge centered on “just kind of how unhappy [she] 

was.  Just going every day, wrong” (Ava, interview, page 11, paragraph 114, July 20, 

2012). 

 
Figure 3- Bridge 1 
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At an especially difficult point in her journey, she began to feel a strong desire to end her 

suffering by taking her life.  During this part of the interview, Ava’s voice became quiet 

and she sat in silence for a few moments before continuing.   

 
Figure 4- Bridge 2 

 [Figures 4 and 5] are on the bridge, they’re kind of the spot where I thought about 

um...falling from?  And um…almost every day that I walked across it, it crossed 

my mind, and there’s a few times even when I was at my place, and just had to get 

out and leave somewhere, and I would walk there and just kind of look, and think 

about it for a while.  Just because at that point, I mean, everything was just going 

wrong, and I just didn’t care anymore. (Ava, interview, page 11, paragraph 116, 

July 20, 2012) 
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Figure 5- Bridge 3 

Ava also began cutting when the isolation and emotional pain from the end of a 

relationship coupled with the struggle to come to terms with her transgender identity 

became too overwhelming.  She shared a photograph (Figure 6) of her wrist and 

recounted what went through her mind the first time engaged in this behavior. 
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Figure 6- Wrist 

When I first broke up in 2010, I tried cutting, and I noticed that it helped, but then 

also realized this is not good.  I kind of knew way back before I really felt really 

bad about anything, I always build things, I work with tools and everything, and 

blades, and have accidentally cut myself on something.  I’m like “Ow!”, then I 

thought to myself, “man, how do people do this on purpose to themselves?” and I 

was like, if I ever did that, you know, I knew I needed to get help.  And after I did 

it, I was like “oh, crap”, and I remembered about it, and that’s why I went to the 

S[tudent] C[ounseling] C[enter]. (Ava, interview, page 21, paragraph 205, July 

20, 2012) 

 

When asked about why she felt cutting helped her cope with the emotional pain she felt, 

Ava responded: 

It’s hard to describe, like there’s so many things going on, and you can’t focus on 

anything, everything is jumbled, and then you kind of feel something and focus 

on something and it just kind of calms you down, and usually that’s what it is.  I 

found a little diagram that there’s two different paths to kind of do it, and there’s 

usually a trigger, and so sometimes if I’m thinking about stuff too much, 

something will happen and just really upset me and just freak me out, and so, 

that’s kind of where I was. (Ava, interview, page 21, paragraph 207, July 20, 

2012) 
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Some of the struggles and challenges Ava faced mirror those faced by other students 

within her age group.  She spoke of relationship issues, loneliness, and her desire for 

acceptance and social support that characterizes the experiences of many college 

students.  However, she felt that coming to terms with her transsexual identity and her 

desire to transition were ever-present struggles that placed her at an elevated emotional 

state:  

It was kind of a big part of it, and just on top of the other things, it kind of 

stopped.  And usually when I would think about one, it would build on top of the 

other things, and then other and other and other, and it would just kind of 

overwhelm me.  And that’s what would do it…it’s just stacking all the things on 

top, and since that was always there, it already put me at that high point. (Ava, 

interview, page 8, paragraph 107, August 3, 2012) 

 

Both Ava and Jen shared that their academic performance suffered greatly during 

these dark times in their lives.  Ava remarked: “My grades dropped.  I actually went back 

and looked at all the classes I took throughout the years, and there was a time of about 

three semesters in a row that my grades went from like A’s and B’s to C’s and D’s” (Ava, 

interview, page 19, paragraph 189, July 20, 2012).  Jen shared this experience as well.  

She expressed feelings of remorse for her academic performance, and wished that she had 

acknowledged and addressed her growing sense of gender dysphoria earlier:  

One thing I think is that it has really affected my grade point average.  I think that 

I would have at least a 3.0, because once I started transitioning, I got an A, a 3.2 

semester, and that’s the second best semester I’ve ever had, and so that fills me 

kind of with a little bit of regret, because you know, what if I knew and I had it all 

sorted out?  I could have done better. (Jen, interview, page 11, paragraph 73, 

August 7, 2012) 

 She recounted an experience in class where she could not concentrate on her teacher or 

the information presented because she was consumed with thoughts about her gender 

identity and her need to transition:  
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I was sitting in a classroom in February...I felt like I was sitting in a cage, and 

right now the door was open, but it was slowly swinging shut, and something in 

the back of my mind was just telling me, “you’ve got to start now, you’ve got to 

start now, you’ve got to start NOW”, and I just, it was about like that for about a 

week, and I couldn’t pay attention in class, because that was all I could think 

about. (Jen, interview, page 11, paragraph 73, August 7, 2012) 

 

It wasn’t until Ava and Jen gained the support of others and began to transition that the 

debilitating isolation, confusion, and pain began to lift. 

DEFINING A TRANSGENDER IDENTITY 

Ava and Jen shared stories of their journeys in first discovering and then defining 

their transgender identities.   

Early Gender Variant Feelings 

Both Jen and Ava began experiencing gender variant feelings at a young age.  

Ava noted: “Growing up through middle school, I kind of noticed an attraction to girls, 

but then there was also a small part that I wanted to…be one too?  And I didn’t know if 

that was kind of what everyone thought” (Ava, interview, page 5, paragraph 75, August 

3, 2012).  These feelings continued to build in high school, and she struggled to define 

what was “normal” within the context of her peer group: 

I would just hang out with a lot of guys and do more guy things.  And it was fine 

overall, but there was still, you know, I still wanted to be a girl.  Like I wanted to 

grow breasts, I wanted everything, and I thought it was just kind of through 

puberty that that was kind of a normal thing and that that’s kind of what it was, 

and then I never really talked about it with anyone, because my friends never 

really talked about it. (Ava, interview, page 6, paragraph 75, August 3, 2012) 

 

At a young age, Jen experienced many similar feelings: “I always kind of wondered what 

it would have been like to be a girl, and it got especially strong when I was a kid when I 

was about 10 or 11” (Jen, interview, page 3, paragraph 27, August 7, 2012).  She 
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recounted a childhood memory of watching a documentary on sexual reassignment 

surgery that piqued her interest: 

I was in the living room with my family; I was like 9 or 10.  I don’t remember 

exactly how old I was.  It was that age group, and um, an advertisement came on 

one of the documentary channels about like, they’re doing a short documentary on 

sexual reassignment surgery, and my parents were of course like “ra ra ra ra ra ra 

ra ra ra”, you know, but I was really interested in it, and so I, luckily they were 

asleep when it came on, and I watched it, and I was fascinated by the idea. (Jen, 

interview, page 20, paragraph 138, August 7, 2012) 

 

Ava and Jen soon realized that expressing any form of gender variance was not 

acceptable from the negative reactions of their family and friends.  As a result, they 

repressed many of their feelings and their desire for self-expression.  Jen shared that as a 

preteen she articulated an interest in discovering what it would be like to be a girl, but 

received unfavorable feedback from those around her: “From like asking and getting 

some very, very, very negative reactions from family members and various different 

people in the community, I realized that that was not the right thing that I should be 

doing” (Jen, interview, page 3, paragraph 27, August 7, 2012).  Similarly, the fear of 

adverse reactions and rejection from her peers prevented Ava from revealing her gender 

variant feelings, what she understood at the time as cross-dressing: 

It was like 7
th

- 9
th

 grade, it was kind of hinting at it, and I knew I couldn’t tell 

anyone because people would probably take it wrong.  And then once I learned 

more and more about it, I said, “Oh, I have these feelings and everything.  It’s 

more than that”, and I just didn’t mention it to anyone because I didn’t know how 

it would be taken.  They would laugh at me. (Ava, interview, page 6, paragraph 

77, August 3, 2012) 
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Importance of the Internet  

As members of the millennial generation, the Internet played a major role in Ava 

and Jen’s exploration of their gender identities during their high school years.  They 

experimented with gender variant expressions, which ultimately helped them realize their 

full transsexual identities.  Ava participated in Crossplay, or “costume play from anime 

or video games” (Ava, interview, page 6, paragraph 83, August 3, 2012), which gave her 

a safe place to experiment with gender variant expression: 

I did Crossplay because one, I like the girl characters more because I identified 

more with them, and by doing Crossplay, I wanted to kind of try it.  And I could 

throw it off and be like “I’m doing it for fun”.  No one really asked too many 

questions, and I got some shit for it from my friends, but they didn’t really care. 

(Ava, interview, page 6, paragraph 85, August 3, 2012) 

 

It was through this experimentation and online research that Ava began to learn more 

about her transgender identity: 

And by researching, you know, all the Crossplay things, and trying to do all that, 

that’s where I learned about transgender stuff.  So that was the main reason why I 

found it.  So I’m really glad that I looked into it, and then as time went on, I 

wanted to try more, do more, and get better at it.  And then, it just kind of grew 

from that. (Ava, interview, page 7, paragraph 87, August 3, 2012) 

 

Jen’s observations about her sexuality resulted in an exploration of gender variant 

activities through online fetish communities: 

I couldn’t reach orgasm without imagining myself as a woman.  I never have 

been, even when I have heterosexual sex with a girl, I can’t, I can’t imagine 

myself as a man and then have an orgasm.  It’s just never has been possible, so 

there was always that, and that always kind of really bugged me, especially when 

I was younger.  That drove me to look up certain things on the Internet, 

particularly certain fetishes related to that area, and I had never really got...I was 

kind of lurking, I never really got involved into that community until a lot later, 

because I was kind of scared of it, scared of myself.  Um, so I never really kind of 

talked to anybody who was transsexual.  Um, let me think of when was the first 

time…yeah, it’s all on the Internet a couple years ago, and then I got into an 
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actual community of transsexuals on the Internet, and I’m still kind of a part of 

that community. (Jen, interview, page 20, paragraph 138, August 7, 2012) 

 

She shared a photograph (Figure 7) of herself in a pair of boots that were given to her by 

a member of the online fetish community.  She elaborated on her covert experimentation 

with gender variance and the driving desire she felt for acceptance and support.  

 
Figure 7- Fetish  

I would get really drunk and put on lingerie and do cam shows and other stuff 

because that’s the only way I could really express it because I was stuck in my 

dorm room.  You know, I couldn’t go, I couldn’t really open myself up to other 

people because I was terrified of ruining my reputation, first of all, and because I 

mean this is [present geographical location].  This is not San Francisco…and if 

that information got widespread, it could do a lot of harm, and I was scared about 

that for a long time, drank, and did this…I did that for a while and it wasn’t until 

after I started transitioning that I was like “why?” you know, because you try to 

do through that, through that you try to meet friends and just get support, and try 
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to share a part of yourself that you can’t share in the real world, and you do get a 

couple of friends, but generally you get people who want to do cybersex or a cam 

show, stuff like that, and it’s very hollow. (Jen, interview, page 5, paragraph 35, 

August 7, 2012) 

 

Both Ava and Jen spoke of transition timeline photos they found on the online as a major 

element in fully realizing and defining their own transsexual identities.  When asked 

about role models she had in learning how to be a transgender individual, Ava stated: 

“Yeah, kind of the role model thing was on the Internet.  I saw timeline pictures of before 

and after hormones and how they progressed” (Ava, interview, page 7, paragraph 97, 

August 3, 2012).  These photos of male to female transsexuals became the primary 

impetus for serious contemplation of the possibility of transitioning.  She elaborated in 

her first interview: 

I found pictures of the other male to female after taking hormones, and I saw how 

successful it worked, and how crazy it was, and I had never seen it before, and I 

thought “oh crap, that’s actually possible!” and that’s when it started making me 

think a whole lot and I said “I really kind of have to”. (Ava, interview, page 4, 

paragraph 52, July 20, 2012) 

 

Jen conveyed the same experience, and cited that “it was largely through the Internet” 

(Jen, interview, page 20, paragraph 138, August 7, 2012) that she learned more about her 

transsexual identity, which in turn deepened her desire to transition.  She recalled finding 

transition photos of a trans woman musician, and spoke of the way these images 

influenced her journey of identity development: 

There’s one that actually really helped me, push me over the edge in transitioning. 

It was a transsexual metal guitarist…before it was very you know, long hair, 

beard, very grunge metal, and afterwards, she’s just gorgeous.  It’s just like 

“wow…”.  Something about her being a guitarist too, kind of satisfied my 

subconscious into thinking that it was possible, I don’t know.  It kind of really 

helped me. (Jen, interview, page 22, paragraph 148, August 7, 2012)  
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College Environment  

The college environment played a major role in Ava and Jen’s identity 

development.  Leaving home for the first time gave them a greater level of freedom to 

explore their transgender identities.  Jen spoke of the autonomy she gained from leaving 

home and the ability it gave her to experiment with gender variant activities on her 

campus: “When I came to [my institution], since I was away from my parents now, I got 

into doing it more” (Jen, interview, page 3, paragraph 31, August 7, 2012).  Ava 

described the opportunity for a new beginning in college: “Part of it I knew that I was 

coming here, pretty much all new people, and I could do whatever I wanted” (Ava, 

interview, page 4, paragraph 50, July 20, 2012).  Additionally, the college experience 

gave Jen and Ava the chance to meet other transgender individuals in person for the first 

time.  Jen’s first experience with trans individuals outside her Internet support 

communities was on her college campus: “The first time I met and talked to transsexuals 

in real life was actually in group therapy here at [my institution], so not that long ago” 

(Jen, interview, page 20, paragraph 138, August 7, 2012).  Similarly, Ava recalls meeting 

her first trans individual in person, a transsexual college student, at a meeting of the local 

chapter of PFLAG and later during group therapy on campus.  These encounters and her 

observations of a fellow trans student in the campus support group served as a major 

impetus for Ava to begin her transition: “[This student] was kind of the first one who was 

kind of really good because you know passing, voice, living…you know, day to day, and 

hadn’t even started any hormones yet” (Ava, interview, page 8, paragraph 101, August 3, 

2012).  This made Ava think: “You know I need to get to that point…I have to keep 
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going” (Ava, interview, page 8, paragraph 103, August 3, 2012).  Meeting other 

transsexual men and women on their college campus helped Ava and Jen’s define and 

create their own sense of gender identity.  

CREATING A COHESIVE SENSE OF SELF 

Ava and Jen shared their struggles in creating a cohesive sense of self.  Other 

facets of their identities and lives such as their religion, culture, and family dynamics 

played an important role in the development of their transgender identities.  

Spiritual Identity  

Jen and Ava were raised in the Christian faith, and they resolved their spiritual 

beliefs with their gender identities in different ways.  Ava spoke of her journey in leaving 

her childhood faith, one that became incongruent with her identity and belief system: “I 

got confirmed into the church and then shortly after I was like, “well, that just doesn’t 

seem right”’ (Ava, interview, page 4, paragraph 57, August 3, 2012).  She spoke of the 

dissonance she began to feel in the church: “I was raised Christian and everything, and 

the more and more I kind of read and learned, I just realized it didn’t really match, and 

especially since there are a lot of them that are anti LGBT stuff, and since it directly 

affects me, I kind of don’t want to be associated with it” (Ava, interview, page 4, 

paragraph 55, August 3, 2012).  Later in the interview, she spoke with visible frustration 

of the incongruity between the actions of the church and the basic tenets of the Christian 

faith: 

That’s the thing.  It’s usually church related groups that are causing all the 

problems, and that’s one reason why I have a huge problem with religion.  It’s 

because of, they’re doing such discriminatory practices when they’re supposed to 

actually care about each other and they don’t.  That’s what pisses me off, and 
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that’s why I’m not going to do it. (Ava, interview, page 18, paragraph 245, August 

3, 2012) 

 

Additionally, Ava cited religious beliefs as a major barrier in coming out to her family: 

I was scared because of the religious thing, because it’s really common that if 

they are really religious and really, basically hard ass about it, there are going to 

be huge problems from it, so I was nervous about it, same with my family, but 

from whom I’ve told, they seem fine with it.  So it’s not, it wasn’t as big of a 

thing as I thought it would be because of it.  I wish I had known that before, but, it 

influenced a little of how long it took me to tell them.  That’s the biggest reason. 

(Ava, interview, page 3, paragraph 53, August 3, 2012) 

 

She now describes herself as an atheist, and has begun exploring paganism.   

 The reconciling of personal religious and spiritual beliefs also played a major role 

in Jen’s journey in accepting herself as a transsexual woman.  She stated: “I had to 

change my religious views dramatically…and after that…I entered a place where I could 

just continue and go on” (Jen, interview, page 12, paragraph 75, August 7, 2012).  Jen 

was raised in a very conservative Pentecostal and Baptist household and she expressed 

disgust at the blatant hypocrisy of “non-Christian Christians…the worst kind of people in 

the world” whom she observed in the church.  She had to reconcile the belief stemming 

from the “strong arm of Christianity” (Jen, interview, page 17, paragraph 116, August 7, 

2012), one that she was raised with, that “homosexuality and transgenderism is a mortal 

sin, and you will go to hell” (Jen, interview, page 17, paragraph 116, August 7, 2012).  

She spoke of the importance of resolving this belief in her transgender identity 

development: “getting over that was also a big part of me being able to proceed and 

transition” (Jen, interview, page 17, paragraph 116, August 7, 2012).  This experience 

helped Jen develop a new personal spirituality and understanding of Christianity that 
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aligns with her identity and what she finds important in life.  When I incorrectly assumed 

that she no longer considers herself a Christian, she replied with conviction: 

I still do.  I don’t think that people who say they’re Christian really know what that 

means.  I believe in being kind to people and being forgiving and accepting to 

people.  I mean Christ didn’t hang out with ivory tower academics.  He hung out 

with lepers and prostitutes and fishermen.  So, you know, and now pastors and 

priests and whatever look down upon those kinds of people and don’t try to, you 

know, they try to “heal” them, but not in a way that fixes anything.  It’s a way that 

forces the other person to conform, especially if the other person is homosexual or 

transsexual, because you can’t pick…your gender identity or sexual orientation.  

Those aren’t things that you can change, and why would a deity punish you for 

something that has been there since birth? (Jen, interview, page 17, paragraph 118, 

August 7, 2012) 

 

She now describes herself as a Christian panentheist, and notes that certain events in her 

life that do “not seem like a coincidence at all” (Jen, interview, page 19, paragraph 128, 

August 7, 2012) has led her to believe in a benevolent being or consciousness.  She 

stated, “I feel like I’m being helped along” (Jen, interview, page 19, paragraph 128, 

August 7, 2012).  She elaborated on her faith and spirituality: 

I consider myself a panentheist, a Christian panentheist, and what that means is it’s 

very kind of strange explanation, like I think that the Universe is part of a 

consciousness and we are part of that consciousness, and like there’s no way we 

can really understand it, but it’s there.  I mean my biggest kind of personal proof of 

that is the arrival of my girlfriend in my life.  Just out of nowhere, like we’re 

perfect for each other (Jen, interview, page 18, paragraph 128, August 7, 2012). 

 

Cultural Identity  

 In addition to her spiritual beliefs, Jen’s cultural heritage has influenced her story 

and identity as a transsexual individual.  When asked about the other parts of her identity 

that have influenced her experience as a trans woman, Jen spoke of her cultural 

background, and the inner turmoil she faced at the height of her dysphoria when her level 

of achievement did not mirror the level that was characteristic of others in her family:  
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Scottish determination.  If you can’t tell from my complexion, my mother’s side of 

the family is largely, I would say culturally Scottish.  There’s a lot of really hardy 

elements and personality traits that are raised from my mother’s family, and I was 

raised closest to them, and I kind of, um, I kind of inherited this stalwart 

determination, and for a long time, I couldn’t really get anything done, and that 

was so unlike me and anybody else in my family, and it really bothered me, until I 

found out that I had gender identity disorder.  But now, I feel that if I can be 

myself that I can do anything.  I have the determination to do anything. (Jen, 

interview, page 19, paragraph 132, August 7, 2012) 

 

Familial Identity  

 Jen also shared that family dynamics and her role as her parent’s first-born son and 

only child has had an impact on her development as a transsexual woman.  She spoke of 

“familial guilt and shame and expectations” (Jen, interview, page 4, paragraph 35, August 

7, 2012) as a major barrier in coming to terms with her identity.  With a quiet voice, she 

shared, “I was ashamed because I didn’t want to, I didn’t want to let my family down, 

because I’m an only child, and I’m expected…I’m the only chance my parents have of 

you know, being normal, and well that’s just not going to happen, but it took me a very, 

very long time to get over that” (Jen, interview, page 16, paragraph 116, August 7, 2012).  

When asked about these expectations, Jen responded: “Well, I still kind of feel bad about 

not producing an heir, because I am the only child, and you know, I kind of feel sad about 

it because I do want a kid, but I don’t want a kid in the way that I am biologically 

prepared to have a kid (Jen, interview, page 24, paragraph 175, August 7, 2012). 

TRANSITIONING 

 Transitioning played a major role in the experiences of both participants in 

creating a cohesive and authentic sense of self.  In her final six months as an 

undergraduate student, Jen came to the realization that the emotional pain she felt would 
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be detrimental to her physical and emotional wellbeing if she didn’t transition: “I 

couldn’t live my entire life as a male.  I would just, I would kill myself.  I couldn’t do 

that.  So that just kept on running through my head.  I’ve got to start now, or the sooner 

you start, the better off you’ll be, and I finally decided to do it” (Jen, interview, page 12, 

paragraph 75, August 7, 2012).  She described the pivotal moment where she made the 

decision to begin transitioning: 

I was sitting in a classroom in February, and 25 is kind of the big age number, 

because that’s when your, most people stop growing, and so growing female 

secondary sex characteristics for trans women, a lot of that stops at the 25 mark 

because you don’t have a certain growth hormone that’s required after that, and so 

I was thinking about that, and I couldn’t stop thinking about that.  I felt like I was 

sitting in a cage, and right now the door was open, but it was slowly swinging shut, 

and something in the back of my mind was just telling me, “you’ve got to start 

now, you’ve got to start now, you’ve got to start NOW”, and I just, it was about 

like that for about a week, and I couldn’t pay attention in class, because that was all 

I could think about, and um, so I just, something just clicked, and I went to, you 

know, it was a rushing time to finding a therapist and the hormones arriving in the 

mail, and I started HRT a few weeks, a couple weeks after that. (Jen, interview, 

page 11, paragraph 73, August 7, 2012) 

 

Both Ava and Jen began their transitions through hormone replacement therapy (HRT), 

an experience that has been immensely positive and affirming.  They described with 

much optimism the balancing effect the hormones have had on their emotional and 

physical wellbeing.  Ava took a photograph (Figure 8) of her hormones and shared how 

her experience with HRT has assisted in further developing and reaffirming her 

transgender identity. 
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Figure 8- Hormone Replacement Therapy 

And after taking them for a just a couple weeks, and I was still with my ex, I 

didn’t notice it at first, but after two weeks kind of looking back, I thought, “wow, 

I’ve been a lot more calm, relaxed, everything”, just from a couple weeks...and I 

got to thinking about it, and I thought well one, I mean, it’s kind of medicine and 

it corrects the imbalance mentally and in your whole body, and just by having that 

corrected, it just helps so much.  And then I changed the dose a little bit after 

three months, and it changes you know, good changes that I want, mood you 

know, is fine, just everything.  And I talked to other people who have started too, 

and they’re all the same, and it just kind of shows you know, one it kind of 

verifies that yes you are trans, because if you don’t you might kind of lose it even 

more. (Ava, interview, page 30, paragraph 285, July 20, 2012) 

 

Jen shared that her experience with hormone replacement therapy has been “incredible”, 

and has lessened the intense gender dysphoria she has struggled with for much of her life:  

You start to feel like…I always hated myself, well not really hated myself, but 

hated how I was, and hated how I emotionally responded to things.  I always felt 

kind of just off.  I wouldn’t say wrong, because um, it just felt strange, like I 

should be doing something different, and now that I’ve started to react to things 

more in a feminine nature, there’s none of that dissonance. (Jen, interview, page 

7, paragraph 53, August 7, 2012) 
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In additional to mental and emotional changes, both Jen and Ava spoke of physical 

changes they observed: “The physical changes have been very relieving of body 

dysphoria, though I will never be the person I want to be, it helps…but what girl is what 

she really wants to be?” (Jen, interview, page 7, paragraph 55, August 7, 2012).  Jen 

shared a photograph (Figure 9) of herself two months after she began hormone 

replacement therapy and reflected on how the early changes in her body have influenced 

her identity development and self-image.   

 

 
Figure 9- Body 
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I would lay and try to get a tan, and I got some strange looks…but yeah, that was 

kind of the thing.  I don’t want to be seen as kind of like a drag queen, or just like 

androgynous.  I want to be woman, and if I can’t, I would rather until then, be in a 

place where I can be what I’m at least what I’m familiar with.  But I’m kind of 

getting to the point where it’s really hard to do either, so this is kind of a strange 

part in the transition. (Jen, interview, page 12, paragraph 77, August 7, 2012) 

 

At this point of her transition and after four months of HRT, Jen has progressed to the 

point where she feels a large mental gulf between the person she was during her intense 

struggle with gender dysphoria and who she is today: “I can’t identify with myself, say, 

when I was trying to bury myself with ex-girlfriends.  I can’t identify with that person 

anymore” (Jen, interview, page 13, paragraph 88, August 7, 2012).  She then spoke of the 

experience of observing her friend, a trans man who had recently started HRT with 

testosterone and how it made her reflect on the growing disconnect she now feels with 

her former self: 

It reminded me of trying to be a male socially to attract women, because he does 

it so well.  I mean, he’s better at being in that kind of social mode than I ever was 

as a guy, and he just reminded me of, I went back and thought, “Could I try to 

attract somebody as a guy again?”, and the answer is no way.  I can’t.  I don’t 

even know how to get back there, even though it was very dysfunctional, I don’t 

know how to get back into that space, so there’s definitely a gulf between those 

two. (Jen, interview, page 13, paragraph 90, August 7, 2012) 

 

 Make-up was an important part of Jen’s transition story, more so than Ava’s.  She 

shared a photograph (Figure 10) of herself applying makeup, what once seemed to be 

“kind of like a mystic science” (Jen, interview, page 6, paragraph 39, August 7, 2012) to 

Jen.  With a laugh, she shared, “the first time I put on makeup I looked like Alice Cooper.  

I’ve gotten a lot better at it since then!” (Jen, interview, page 6, paragraph 39, August 7, 

2012). 
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Figure 10- Makeup 

When asked about her experience with makeup and how it makes her feel, she instantly 

responded, “Oh, gorgeous” (Jen, interview, page 7, paragraph 51, August 7, 2012).  She 

then elaborated, “I feel so much better.  Like, I don’t know, I look so much better with 

makeup than I do without.  I can actually pass as a woman if I’m out in public, in 

women’s clothes with makeup on” (Jen, interview, page 7, paragraph 51, August 7, 

2012). 

 Ava and Jen took photographs (Figure 11 and Figure 12) of their clothes as an 

important part of their transition journey.  They shared experiences of the pressure they 

have felt to hide their female clothing, and in turn their identities, for fear of ridicule or 

negative attention.  Jen shared her experience of concealing her identity through a 

photograph (Figure 11) of her clothes and an account of doing laundry:  
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Figure 11- Clothes 1 

So you can see that there are different, like there are both male and female 

clothing in the basket.  Every once in a while you have to wash your clothes and 

um, the rooms do not have their own washing machines, so I had to take out my 

laundry basket full of bras and lingerie stuff, and I had to very nervously dash to 

the laundry room.  I tried to do it as nonchalantly as possible to not attract 

attention.  But I typically started doing it because the kind of lifestyle I was doing, 

I was usually up in the nighttime, way into the nighttime, and I slept pretty much 

after classes and woke up about 9 or 10 at night, so I would do it at 3 o’clock in 

the morning.  I figured that was the best time when nobody was there, but that 

was a, it was kind of the only time where, while living on campus I could have 

been caught with female clothing. (Jen, interview, page 7, paragraph 51, August 

7, 2012) 

 

Similarly, Ava took a photograph (Figure 12) of the male and female clothes in her 

closet, and shared the pressure she felt while living on campus to hide her female clothing 

and her identity as a transsexual woman.  
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Figure 12- Clothes 2 

My closet with girl and boy clothes.  Just because one, it takes up a lot of room, 

and I mean whenever I go, just you know every day, going in to pick out 

something, it’s like, “I want this but I need to wear this”, and it’s just annoying. 

And, at first when I was in the dorms, I made sure to hide it well, so that in case 

anyone came in they wouldn’t ask questions, or think anything, or if my girlfriend 

saw it they wouldn’t say anything.  Then when I got my own place, I still kind of 

hid it a little bit, since I didn’t want random people, the friends who I might have 

over that didn’t know yet to find it, or anything like that. (Ava, interview, page 

33, paragraph 317, July 20, 2012) 

 

Identity as Women and not Transsexuals  

 Both Ava and Jen articulated a desire to be seen as women and not transsexuals.  

As Jen noted: “I don’t identify with being transsexual.  I mean, I don’t want…if you gave 

me potion that would turn me into a ciswoman tomorrow, I would take it in a heartbeat” 

(Jen, interview, page 15, paragraph 102, August 7, 2012).  Similarly, Ava stated with 

frustration: “ I know I’m a girl…but I am transsexual, and so kind of annoying, but it’s a 

little detail” (Ava, interview, page 35, paragraph 341, July 20, 2012).  She spoke of her 
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plans to attend a Gay Straight Alliance meeting on her campus in the upcoming semester 

and the way she would identify herself: “I’m not going to openly out myself at the 

beginning.  If anything I’m going to say I’m lesbian, and that’s it.  I’m sure some of them 

will know, and I just, I don’t really want to be known as someone that is trans.  That’s the 

biggest thing” (Ava, interview, page 10, paragraph 119, August 3, 2012).  Jen reflected 

on what she will tell others once she has fully transitioned:  

I’ll say “I was born a man” or “I was born male” but I really don’t identify with 

that.  The whole in the middle thing is very awkward and I don’t know.  I mean it 

will always be there, I mean I won’t go into some kind of denial thing, but I just 

don’t want to be that, you know, even though I kind of always will be. (Jen, 

interview, page 15, paragraph 102, August 7, 2012) 

 

Similarly, Ava noted: “The biggest thing that I have is, if someone asks or anything, I’m 

not going to lie to them, and I’ll tell them, it’s like “hey, yes, I am trans”, but it’s not just 

something that I’ll throw out there all the time” (Ava, interview, page 11, paragraph 135, 

August 3, 2012).  As their interviews progressed, both Ava and Jen realized how their 

lived experience as transgender individuals has given them important insight, a reality 

that gives them pride in their trans identity.  When asked if her trans identity was 

something she wanted to embrace, Ava spoke of the unique perspective she now holds: “I 

wouldn’t say that I would kind of ignore it all and everything, because it is part of who I 

am, and kind of having grown up male and then switching gives you a huge insight that 

most people will never experience.  And I kind of want to use that to show other people” 

(Ava, interview, page 11, paragraph 135, August 3, 2012).  She also believed that her 

own experience as a trans woman has given her greater empathy: “I mean if I see 

whatever discrimination type thing, it’s like “yeah, it sucks.  I know”’ (Ava, interview, 
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page 17, paragraph 227, August 3, 2012).  Similarly, Jen felt like her struggles in coming 

to terms with her gender identity has produced a greater level of sensitivity and 

awareness to the suffering of others: 

I think that I am much more empathetic to people who are marginalized in all 

different kinds of ways.  It makes me judge people less just by them being in a 

group.  If I was a ciswoman, I don’t think I would be able to do that. I think this 

experience has given me that perspective. (Jen, interview, page 27, paragraph 197, 

August 7, 2012) 

 

IMPORTANCE OF SUPPORT 

Participants spoke of the importance of support provided by their families, 

friends, campus community, and other transgender individuals in their coming out and 

transition process.  

Campus Support 

The Student Counseling Center on their college campus played an important 

support role for both Ava and Jen.  Ava took a photograph (Figure 13) of the center, and 

shared that working with a therapist helped alleviate some of the emotional turmoil she 

experienced.  It also allowed her to gain insight and self-knowledge to better understand 

her gender identity: 
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Figure 13- Student Counseling Center 

That was kind of the first thing that really helped me.  Like I said…I was kind of 

falling apart, and I knew those feelings were there, and I didn’t know what to do, 

and I found out about it, so I went, did the intake, and eventually went to 

someone, and that’s kind of how I was talking and just kind of figuring out more 

and more about myself, and it kind of went from there, and it helped me out with 

all sorts of other things, and now there’s the trans group. (Ava, interview, page 6, 

paragraph 76, July 20, 2012) 

 

Similarly, Jen shared, “I’ve gotten tremendous support from the Counseling Services 

Center” (Jen, interview, page 28, paragraph 219, August 7, 2012).  Like Ava, she has 

been seeing a therapist regularly, and participates in the transgender support group on 

campus.  When asked if she received any support from faculty and staff on campus 

during the difficult points in her journey, Ava responded strongly: “Oh no, the only 

people that really did was the SCC” (Ava, interview, page 20, paragraph 203, July 20, 

2012). 
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Ava spoke of the Safe Zone placard (Figure 14) as an important marker for her in 

assessing the campus environment and identifying those who would be safe to come out 

to. 

 

 
Figure 14- Ally Safezone 

I saw that on a instructor’s door where I work, and she knows me from working, 

and I also had a class with her last semester, and I saw that thing on the door and 

thought, “okay, well this will be good to know!” and I said, you know, “whenever 

I need to say anything, I’m at least going to go to her because she has that”, and 

kind of go from there. (Ava, interview, page 13, paragraph 123, July 20, 2012) 
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After her first interview, Ava came out to this faculty member, who is the Associate 

Chairperson in the department that Ava is employed as a student assistant.  She recounted 

in her second interview that this faculty member was “completely fine” (Ava, interview, 

page 21, paragraph 283, August 3, 2012) with the news.  She has been very supportive, 

and recently sent Ava’s coming out letter to the faculty and staff in the department. 

Similarly, Jen shared that she has received “tremendous support” (Jen, interview, 

page 28, paragraph 219, August 7, 2012) from the faculty members whom she has come 

out to.  She spoke of an experience with a very encouraging and supportive professor last 

semester: “I was just really looking ragged, just like “what’s up?”, “well I’ve been going 

through some stuff”, and then I told her that “well I’ve been struggling with gender 

identity issues”, and she was really, really open” (Jen, interview, page 28, paragraph 219, 

August 7, 2012). 

Social Support  

Jen and Ava spoke of the importance of social support in their coming out and 

transition journeys.  Jen addressed the significance of the support provided by her 

transsexual friends in relieving the isolation and emotional pain she experienced: “So, it’s 

very confusing in the beginning, but after a while…I think a part of yourself just gets 

tired of being revolted at yourself, and when you meet other people who think the same 

way, you stop feeling so alone” (Jen, interview, page 25, paragraph 183, August 7, 2012). 

Similarly, Ava spoke of how she felt after meeting a transgender individual in person for 

the first time, and the impact it had on her feelings of isolation: “at least I had met 

someone in person and I wasn’t alone, and then especially in [my city]” (Ava, interview, 
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page 7, paragraph 99, August 3, 2012).  Jen’s fellow transgender friends along with their 

social networks have played an immense support role in her life, a presence she describes 

as “very, very relieving” (Jen, interview, page 22, paragraph 150, August 7, 2012): 

I didn’t even know such community existed in [this city], but I’ve gotten a couple 

of really good transsexual friends, and their support groups, our support groups 

kind of come together to make one big support group, so that’s kind of really 

cool.  Um, so that’s been very, very awesome…it’s nice to know that there are 

people who are struggling with the same things, and that we can help each other 

get through this. (Jen, interview, page 22, paragraph 150, August 7, 2012) 

 

Ava previously shared a photograph of a fence (Figure 2) and the anxiety she felt at the 

thought of coming out and transitioning without familial and social support.  She was 

overwhelmed by feelings of isolation, and the fear of the unknown was paralyzing.  She 

has now progressed to the point in her journey where she is transitioning with the support 

of family and friends.  Her social support network has made the uncertainty and anxiety 

associated with her transition and the future more bearable: “So basically it’s really nice 

to have all that support and how most people don’t really care, and it’s really nice to have 

it.  So now even if something bad happens, or whatever, there are still people who will 

help me” (Ava, interview, page 10, paragraph 125, August 3, 2012).  

Both Jen and Ava experienced support from their current significant others.   

Ava spoke of a close friend who has been very supportive of her throughout her coming 

out and transition process.  With a shy smile and a light tone, Ava recounted the 

experience where she and her friend discovered that they “both have feelings for each 

other” (Ava, interview, page 24, paragraph 231, July 20, 2012).  Ava noted: “She knows. 

She knows about me, she’s fine with it.  She’s bi and even has a preference towards girls 

from what she’s told me.  Also found out that she’s actually attracted to me as a girl!” 
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(Ava, interview, page 24, paragraph 233, July 20, 2012).  Jen has received immense 

support from her girlfriend: 

She probably saved my life.  I probably wouldn’t be alive if it weren’t for her.  

She helped me get through a lot, and helped me realize that you know, this is 

something that people, that I could find a support group with, and we met July of 

last year and we started going out, and she knew from the very beginning, and 

she’s been just entirely supportive. (Jen, interview, page 6, paragraph 39, August 

7, 2012) 

 

Providing Support to Others 

Ava and Jen articulated a strong desire to be contributing members of the trans 

community, despite their wishes to be seen as women and not transsexuals.  They spoke 

ardently of their desire to offer support, resources, and encouragement to other trans 

individuals.  Jen shared: 

I want to really, really help people who are transitioning transition easier.  If that 

comes from giving advice, or just giving somebody a couch to sleep on if they 

need a couch to sleep on.  In fact some of my friends, one of my friends on the 

Internet really needs a place to just get away from, and I was just so heartbroken 

that I couldn’t provide that.  I was like, “I would love to just give you a couch to 

sleep on until you get everything together”.  But I don’t even have a couch.  I’m 

sleeping on a couch myself right now.  So it really bugs me that I don’t have the 

monetary assets to do that.  Eventually I will try to get into some kind of activism. 

(Jen, interview, page 26, paragraph 195, August 7, 2012) 

 

Ava’s desire to support others in the community is expressed primarily through online 

forums, message boards, and support sites.  She spoke of her involvement in Facebook 

groups and Reddit forums: “On that group there’s been a few posts that you know, 

they’re doing whatever, and so I’ll say “Hey”, you know, “I’ve either dealt with this”, or 

like “Here’s what I would try in your situation”, and just try to, try to help them” (Ava, 

interview, page 14, paragraph 175, August 3, 2012). 
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LACK OF AWARENESS  

Lack of Awareness and Resources on their College Campus 

Ava and Jen expressed that the lack of awareness on trans issues was the greatest 

barrier facing transgender students on their college campus.  They both conveyed that 

health care services for trans students are lacking.  Ava took a photograph (Figure 15) of 

the health services building on her campus and discussed the level of resources available 

to trans students.   

 
Figure 15- Student Health Services 

She was unable to be prescribed hormones on campus, so she made an appointment with 

an affiliated hospital off campus.  Appointments at this hospital are not covered by 

student fees, as Ava recounted: “I had to pay out of pocket through insurance and it was a 

lot even with that, so I was really kind of down” (Ava, interview, page 25, paragraph 247, 

July 20, 2012).  As she reflected on this experience, she expressed the belief that she had 
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more knowledge and information on hormone replacement therapy than the doctor she 

met with: 

I kind of still have to do a lot of this stuff on my own because the doctors there 

even though they’re prescribing it, they still don’t know all that much.  I know 

more, from just my own research.  So I’ve even asked, you know, “Don’t I need a 

blood test to check to make sure everything is fine?”, and they’re like “Oh no, 

you’ll be okay”, and I thought “Alright!”.  So I left and talked to someone to get 

the blood work done at [my institution], and they said they don’t do hormone 

level checks without a note from a doctor or someone saying “Yes”.  So I have to 

go to a doctor and say “Hey! I’m on this, but I need to actually get them 

checked!” (Ava, interview, page 26, paragraph 255, July 20, 2012) 

 

Jen also spoke of the limitations of the campus health services for trans students, though 

she notes, “they’re already very accommodating” (Jen, interview, page 30, paragraph 

231, August 7, 2012).  She shared her own experience self-medicating, and the ways in 

which her campus could assist her in the transition process and alleviate some of the 

financial burden she faces: 

Student Health Center should cover more trans related stuff, but then again I 

would like to see that as a whole for insurance across the board as far as trans 

healthcare, because I can’t, I’m self-medicating.  I can’t afford a blood test.  I 

can’t afford to go see an endocrinologist.  I can’t afford to see a therapist outside 

of school, I can’t afford these, because I don’t have health insurance…if they’re 

more accommodating that way, it would be really helpful to students who are in 

the middle of transition, because right now we have to go to a physician that’s, 

that is not covered by your dues. (Jen, interview, page 30, paragraph 231, August 

7, 2012) 

 

Both Ava and Jen also cited bathroom facilities as a major concern for transgender 

students.  Ava took a photograph (Figure 16) of a gender-neutral bathroom on campus. 
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Figure 16- Gender Neutral Bathroom  

Both Jen and Ava mentioned safety and the threat of violence for transgender students in 

utilizing the restroom of the gender in which they identify.  Ava shared: 

I know a lot of people do, especially male to female, because usually women 

aren’t really comfortable with it, and I pass well enough that people don’t usually 

question too much, so that’s just lucky for me, but for a lot it’s not so easy.  And 

that’s why, especially for female to males going to the male restroom, they 

sometimes get a lot of crap for going in, and sometimes there’s even violence 

going on. (Ava, interview, page 8, paragraph 92, July 20, 2012) 

 

Jen also voiced concerns for the safety of trans students in using the restroom, focusing 

her thoughts specifically on female to male individuals: “That can be especially 

dangerous for trans men because they’re at the beginning of the transition; they are very 

physically vulnerable” (Jen, interview, page 31, paragraph 231, August 7, 2012).  Both 

Jen and Ava articulated the need for more gender-neutral bathrooms on their campus.  

Ava remarked: 

I know there are some, but I just don’t know where, and they should have at least 

one in every building.  As far as I know, there’s not, and that’s something that 
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should be relatively easy to change.  Just make one in the building somewhere so 

you don’t have to worry about it, because I know there’s plenty of people who 

will either try to resist as long as possible, or will have to go completely out of 

their way just to find a bathroom, and it’s kind of just really annoying. (Ava, 

interview, page 8, paragraph 86, July 20, 2012) 

 

Ava shared an experience that illustrated the lack of awareness on trans issues on 

her college campus.  She recounted with visible frustration a discussion she had with a 

friend, a Resident Assistant, on the accommodations that the Housing department had 

made for a trans woman.  The student was still living in a male residence hall, a decision 

Ava’s friend agreed with: “he said he kind of thought that was the right thing to do 

because you know they were still “genetically male”’ (Ava, interview, page 28, 

paragraph 273, July 20, 2012).  Ava continued, “when I heard that, I thought, “ugh, come 

on!”’ (Ava, interview, page 29, paragraph 277, July 20, 2012). 

Campus Culture  

While Ava and Jen received support from the Student Counseling Center and 

from some university staff and faculty members, they expressed strong concerns about 

their fellow students and the campus culture of their institution.  It is a culture that both 

Ava and Jen believe is driven by Greek Life, one that celebrates conformity and represses 

individuality and diversity.  Jen spoke of this ethos that she perceives on her campus:  

Looking from the standpoint as a trans person towards the popular college culture, 

it’s very, very, very hostile.  It’s very hostile for anybody that doesn’t really fit 

into that schism, but it’s especially hostile towards homosexuals and trans people.  

The whole, it’s all based around Greek life almost, and football games, and if you 

don’t fit into that space, then you’re out of luck finding a social life here. (Jen, 

interview, page 28, paragraph 219, August 7, 2012) 

 

She elaborated on her thoughts on football games, a primary driver of her institution’s 

collective culture and a mechanism through which conformity is perpetuated: “It was 
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really kind of the mass, kind of hysteria thing, was kind of just like, terrifying.  Like 

everybody doing something at once reminded me of Hitler giving a speech or something.  

It was terrifying, so that’s kind of what scared me out of that scene” (Jen, interview, page 

29, paragraph 221, August 7, 2012).  Ava also touched upon the culture of Greek Life 

when she spoke of her fear of how she will be treated and accepted by other women on 

campus, specifically those in sororities: 

Usually sorority type girls, just because they don’t understand it.  And those are 

the ones that I’m the most worried about, and I’m sure that I will get at least some 

sort of crap for it if they find out.  And that’s one reason why in the classes I don’t 

plan on really telling anyone, and don’t want to. (Ava, interview, page 13, 

paragraph 159, August 3, 2012) 

 

Similarly Jen recounted a recent experience at the campus library where two students, 

“obviously sorority girls” (Jen, interview, page 29, paragraph 223, August 7, 2012) gave 

her funny looks for wearing mascara.  She concluded of this experience: “It’s very herd 

mentality and very constricting, and it makes it really hard for you to come out.  It really 

does” (Jen, interview, page 29, paragraph 225, August 7, 2012).  Jen reflected the lack of 

awareness that results in a sense of otherness on her college campus and the social 

pressures of the “herd mentality” that perpetuates the marginalization of transgender 

individuals: 

I think that we’re in the “other” category and being a part of that is being 

unknown and being something that people don’t know about causes a lot of fear.  

Um, now that being said, I have gotten a lot more support from people I’ve come 

out to than I thought I would, so a lot of it I think is a kind of more of a social 

thing, social pressure than an individual pressure, because when you meet 

somebody and they see you are a person, they can come to terms with that 

differently. (Jen, interview, page 30, paragraph 229, August 7, 2012) 
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Society and Media 

Jen and Ava believe that the lack of awareness present on their college campus 

reflects the ignorance on trans issues present in society at large.  Ava shared that the 

negative light cast on transgender individuals in the media was something that she had to 

overcome in her own identity development: “I always had a negative view on it, just 

because of the media, and how it is perceived, and everything about it is usually either 

made fun of, or negative in some way” (Ava, interview, page 15, paragraph 195, August 

3, 2012).  Both Jen and Ava cited transgender images in the media and popular culture as 

detrimental in understanding the experiences of transsexual individuals:   

I think awareness is a big part of it.  American culture in general is very 

unfamiliar with transsexualism.  They think the biggest transsexual, or 

transgender icon is the person from the Rocky Horror Picture Show, and that’s 

very, just no, that’s not who we are, you know?  So when people think of a 

transsexual woman, that’s what they think of, they think of a drag queen or…and 

I have nothing against drag queens, but they’re a total different thing. (Jen, 

interview, page 30, paragraph 227, August 7, 2012) 

 

Similarly, Ava discussed the visibility of drag queens in media and society, and the 

negative impact it has on the understanding of transsexual issues: 

Also with drag queens. I hate, like I don’t care if they’re doing it for fun, I just 

hate that it makes transsexuals have that negative view too.  That’s my problem 

with it…Yeah, it’s fun but I just don’t like that that’s usually how they’re viewed 

and I really hate how a lot of them are viewed as basically sex objects, because 

that really sucks.  That’s just kind of how a lot of people see it.  And they don’t 

understand the underlying issues.  They don’t understand the reasons behind it 

and everything. (Ava, interview, page 17, paragraph 217, August 3, 2012) 

 

LGBT Community   

Ava and Jen both expressed frustration at the lack of awareness of trans issues 

within the LGBT community.  As Jen succinctly stated about the treatment of transgender 
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individuals within the larger LGBT grouping, “we get thrown under the bus” (Jen, 

interview, page 2, paragraph 13, August 7, 2012).  Both Ava and Jen spoke of the lack of 

awareness and understanding of the transgender experience among gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual individuals.  Ava shared:  

I know some lesbians really hate trans girls.  Some, not all.  Just kind of depends 

on a lot of things, and there’s even people in GSA type things that you know, 

they’ll be “Oh, you were straight before.  Why didn’t you just stay that way and 

avoid all this mess?” because they don’t get it.  It’s kind of like, “okay, well you 

be straight”. (Ava, interview, page 12, paragraph 145, August 3, 2012) 

 

Jen received similar questions from gay and lesbian individuals: “I get a lot of questions 

form homosexuals about it, which is odd, like “Why don’t you just be gay?” (laughs).  

“Okay…”, and then I kind of explain it to them, and most are like “Oh, okay”.  It kind of 

clicks for them and they kind of understand, but a lot of people have just never thought 

about it” (Jen, interview, page 25, paragraph 181, August 7, 2012).  Both Ava and Jen felt 

lukewarm about their campus Gay Straight Alliance.  Ava attended two meetings before 

the end of the semester, and found it to be a lonely experience.  She shared: “it’s already 

really cliquey, and I’ve always really hated that” (Ava, interview, page 9, paragraph 117, 

August 3, 2012).  She concluded by stating, “I’m going to go to probably one or two, and 

if one, no one talks to me, no one says anything, I’m done.  I’m not, I’m not going to deal 

with it” (Ava, interview, page 9, paragraph 117, August 3, 2012).  Jen was equally 

unimpressed: “I tried getting into GSA but they, they aren’t really too trans friendly over 

there.  I mean, there are a couple people who really are, but they are a couple who really 

aren’t” (Jen, interview, page 27, paragraph 195, August 7, 2012).  
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APPLICATION TO D’AUGELLI’S MODEL OF LGB DEVELOPMENT  

Bilodeau (2005) utilized D’Augelli’s model of LGB development in exploring the 

experiences of two transgender college students.  He proposed the following processes, 

adapted from D’Augelli’s original framework: Process 1. Exiting a Traditionally 

Gendered Identity; Process 2: Developing a Personal Transgender Identity; Process 3: 

Developing a Transgender Social Identity; Process 4: Becoming a Transgender 

Offspring; Process 5: Developing a Transgender Intimacy Status; and Process 6: Entering 

a Transgender Community.  The experiences Ava and Jen shared in defining and 

experimenting with their gender identities, navigating new social roles, and coming out to 

their family and friends mirrored the interactive processes proposed by D’Augelli.  

Process 1: Exiting a Traditionally Gendered Identity 

Ava and Jen spoke of their early experiences with the dissonance they felt in their 

gender identities.  As Ava and Jen struggled to cope with their mounting gender 

dysphoria, they faced significant emotional and mental turmoil.  Jen realized in college 

through online research that the suffering she experienced was because of Gender 

Identity Disorder.  She reflects on the experience of first labeling what she had 

experienced most of her life:  

It was a relief to know that what I was feeling was, is documented in some way. I 

mean, I had known before that there were people who had sex changes and stuff 

and there are cross dressers, but I didn’t really know the condition or name, or the 

medical attachment to it.  And so that was a relief to find out that it was.  It wasn’t 

a relief to find out that you know, there wasn’t really a way to turn it off, other 

than transitioning. (Jen, interview, page 3, paragraph 33, August 7, 2012) 
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Process 2: Developing a Personal Transgender Identity 

Ava and Jen developed their understanding of what it means to be transgender 

largely through the Internet.  Ava, though her experimentation with Crossplay, learned 

about cross-dressing and ultimately transsexualism.  Jen originally understood her gender 

variant feelings as fetishism, and expressed herself through online fetish communities. 

Through the support of these online communities, she began to realize her identity as a 

transsexual woman.  Through experimentation, research, and the online transition 

photographs of other male to female transsexuals, Ava and Jen began to develop a deeper 

understanding of their gender identities.  This development was enhanced when they met 

other transgender individuals in person for the first time at group therapy at their 

university’s counseling center.  Ava and Jen also spoke of developing an integrated sense 

of identity, one that reconciled other facets of their lives such as their spiritual beliefs, 

sexuality, family dynamics, and cultural heritage.   

 In embracing their own transgender identities, both Ava and Jen had to overcome 

their own internalized transphobia.  This transphobia was cultivated through negative 

portrayal of transgender individuals in the media and through familial religious beliefs.  

Jen was raised in a very conservative household.  Her father’s family is United 

Pentecostal, a denomination Jen labels as “very puritanical, very hypocritical” (Jen, 

interview, page 16, paragraph 112, August 7, 2012).  She describes her mother as being 

“on the very extremist edge of being a Baptist” (Jen, interview, page 16, paragraph 112, 

August 7, 2012).  The ideals espoused by these denominations cultivated early beliefs 

and values in Jen that caused a lot of inner turmoil: “I was actually quite homophobic 
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when I was in high school.  Um, which…caused a lot of guilt and self-hatred and 

internalized transphobia” (Jen, interview, page 16, paragraph 112, August 7, 2012).  Ava 

spoke of overcoming internalized transphobia as well, beliefs that were fostered through 

negative images in the media.  The ingrained messages of the media and traditional 

religious beliefs had an immense influence in Ava and Jen’s process of identity 

development and their understanding of self. 

Ava expressed concern with how society would treat her as a woman once she 

was stripped of her male privilege after she transitions: “I know that the whole society 

views and treats and everything women differently, and I haven’t experienced it” (Ava, 

interview, page 23, paragraph 219, July 20, 2012).  In contemplating what her life will be 

like as a woman working in information technology, Ava worries about the sexism she 

perceives in the field: “I just know it’s going to be a lot different.  I know there are going 

to be lots of people who will think I’m not capable of doing something, when in reality 

I’ll probably know more than them” (Ava, interview, page 37, paragraph 375, July 20, 

2012).  She later elaborated with exasperation in her voice on the sexism that trans 

women experience once they are no longer perceived and treated as men: 

It’s pretty common, especially even the older trans women that have transitioned. 

They’ll be doing their job as a guy for years, perfectly fine, good at it.  They 

transition and then all of a sudden they all think, “Oh, you can’t do it anymore”.  

“I was just doing it two years ago, just fine, and you didn’t have a problem with it. 

Nothing has changed”.  So, I know it’s a big possibility. (Ava, interview, page 17, 

paragraph 217, August 3, 2012) 

 

These sentiments did not directly emerge in Jen’s story, and when asked after the 

interview if she is concerned about how she will be treated as a woman, Jen responded, “I 

have some concerns about misogyny/chauvinism/etc....I'm trying to handle each issue of 
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transitioning one item at a time, and those things are pretty far down the line at the 

moment” (Jen, personal email, August 15, 2012). 

Process 3: Developing a Transgender Social Identity 

Both Ava and Jen spoke of the importance of developing a social network, and 

have found the support from these groups to be crucial in their coming out and transition 

processes.  Both students are active in the transgender therapy group on their campus, 

which has been a source of acceptance, support, and community.  Ava spoke highly of 

this group: “It’s nice having found other people who are you know, in the same position, 

and even though they’re all similar, a lot of us are at different stages, so it’s kind of nice 

to see different points, and help others that are going through it all” (Ava, interview, page 

36, paragraph 363, July 20, 2012).  At different points in their stories, both Ava and Jen 

began to develop a strong support system of those who know about their transgender 

identities and have supported them in their coming out and transition journeys. This 

support system has drastically reduced the emotional turmoil and feelings of isolation that 

Ava and Jen experienced in coming to terms with their transgender identity.  

Process 4: Becoming a Transgender Offspring 

The stories that Ava and Jen shared about their experiences with their families 

were very different.  At first, Ava was hesitant to come out to her family, as she was 

nervous about their Christian faith and the painful coming out stories she had heard from 

other trans individuals.  Ava shared her experience of coming out to the first member of 

her family, her mother: “I was always really nervous about it because I didn’t really 

know, and eventually I just wrote my mom a long letter about everything, and mailed it to 
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her, and then she said she was fine with it.  It took about a week to fully like grasp it, she 

said, but she doesn’t really care” (Ava, interview, page 3, paragraph 36, July 20, 2012).  

Once her mother came to terms with Ava’s transgender identity, she told Ava that she 

was excited and happy to now have a daughter.  Ava reflected with amusement: 

I thought, “You’re not supposed to think this way yet, you’re supposed to 

wait…you’re supposed to like grieve the loss of the son before welcoming your 

daughter!  What’s going on here?  You’re not following the normal path here!”  

So it really freaked me out at first, but since it was good, I thought, “Alright, I’ll 

go with it!” (Ava, interview, page 34, paragraph 327, July 20, 2012) 

 

Her father and brother, though hesitant to fully accept Ava’s choice, have still given her 

their support.   

Jen has not come out to her family, and is actively working through her feelings 

of familial guilt and shame.  She was born as her parent’s first-born son and only child, 

and the expectations of these roles weigh heavily on her.  She is uncertain about how her 

deeply religious and conservative family will react: “I have to prepare myself for the 

worst possible scenario…losing most of my family” (Jen, interview, page 23, paragraph 

171, August 7, 2012).  She spoke of how she plans to come out to her family once she is 

financially independent:  

I will try to be as accommodating as possible.  I’m going to give them all the 

information about, you know, go here to read up on it.  I’ve suffered all my life 

from this.  Go here, here, here, this, this, this, you know, I’m sorry I can’t be the 

way you think I am, etc.  I’m going to tell them that you can’t change my mind.  I 

will give you as much time as you need to come around.  I love you.  I will 

answer any questions you have, as long as, don’t call me and hurl insults.  Don’t 

call me and tell me I’m going to hell.  Don’t call me and try to change my mind. 

That’s kind of the formula I’m going to build it on.  I’m probably going to write a 

letter in a few months.  I’m going to try to throw hints along the way, you know, 

to kind of make them question what is going on so it won’t be such an instant 

blitzkrieg. (Jen, interview, page 24, paragraph 173, August 7, 2012) 
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Process 5: Developing a Transgender Intimacy Status 

Past and present intimate relationships were frequently discussed in both Ava and 

Jen’s interviews.  They spoke of the importance of intimate relationships, and the way 

that their transsexual status presented them with a unique set of challenges.  While 

presenting as men, both Ava and Jen were involved in intimate relationships with 

women, and faced the dilemma of whether they should disclose their gender identity to 

their partners.  They decided to come out to their partners, and both relationships ended 

in part because of the inability of their girlfriends to fully accept Ava and Jen’s 

transsexual identities and their desire to transition.  The end of one relationship helped 

Jen fully realize her identity as a transsexual woman: 

I got another girlfriend and I tried to bury it again, and that ended up the same 

way.  I just, I was actually open to her about it, and she accepted it at first and 

then after a while she was like “no, this is…”, and that was really kind of 

crushing.  I think then, when I reacted to that so badly I started to figure out that 

this is part of who I am, and this is not going away. (Jen, interview, page 3, 

paragraph 33, August 7, 2012) 

 

Similarly, the end of Ava’s relationship was the impetus for fully accepting her 

transgender identity and embracing her transition:  

I got prescribed the hormones, started taking them, was with her, and then we 

broke up.  And it pretty much destroyed me.  And that’s when I had already 

started hormones.  I knew I was going to kind of keep going, and then after that 

there was nothing else holding me back and I went full course and got everything 

done within just a few months and it’s really fast, but, I’m enjoying it so far, and 

ever since kind of crashing, that was kind of a turning point, and everything has 

been going so well now. (Ava, interview, page 4, paragraph 56, July 20, 2012) 

 

Jen is currently in a relationship with a woman who fully loves and accepts her.  Their 

relationship has been one of mutual support and care, as Jen elaborated: “We’ve both 

helped each other immensely in both our different needs” (Jen, interview, page 7, 
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paragraph 49, August 7, 2012).  Ava is pursuing a relationship with a recently single 

close friend, a bisexual woman who has always seen Ava as a woman, even prior to her 

transition.  Ava, as one who formerly identified as a heterosexual man, expressed concern 

over how to navigate her new role as a lesbian woman:  

I’ll have to get the complete opposite, because now I’m going to have to try to 

find lesbians or bisexual girls…It’s so confusing and I’m just, I can’t, I can’t 

determine people, I can’t figure it out, but I don’t know how to find that.  I don’t 

know if I go up to some girl who is, and then, “Oh, I’m trans”, and they’re not 

interested.  It could always happen, I don’t know.  I have one other friend who is a 

lesbian and I’ve asked you know, some of these basic things, like “How do you 

do this?” (Ava, interview, page 24, paragraphs 237 & 239, July 20, 2012) 

 

She concluded by stating: “I don’t even really know, so apparently like even the whole 

scene is kind of confusing, so, I wouldn’t be alone which would be nice” (Ava, interview, 

page 24, paragraph 241, July 20, 2012).  Negotiating intimate relationships, new roles, 

and dating scripts were important developmental processes for Ava and Jen.  

Process 6: Entering a Transgender Community 

The confusion, isolation, and pain Ava and Jen have experienced in navigating 

their gender identities have made them want to work for social change within the 

transgender community.  They both expressed the desire to support other transgender 

individuals, in communities both online and offline.  At this point of her journey, Ava is 

more comfortable supporting others and engaging in activism in virtual communities 

because of the anonymity afforded by an online presence.  Jen spoke of her desire to 

participate in activism within the LGBT community after she transitions: “Eventually I 

will try to get into some kind of activism.  I really don’t know where to, where to start 

…I’m going to try to get involved and stuff, but right now I need to get my life together” 
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(Jen, interview, page 27, paragraph 195, August 7, 2012).  She speculated about her 

future role within the transgender community: “I will always be a supporting part of the 

community. Um, if…somehow if I end up being slightly wealthy or whatever, I will try 

to give back to the trans community because I think that if I can make it easier for the 

next generation of trans men and women that are dealing with this, then I will” (Jen, 

interview, page 15, paragraph 102, August 7, 2012).  
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

INTRODUCTION 

The field of student affairs strives to support the growth and development of 

college students, and a comprehensive and thorough understanding of their needs and 

experiences is pivotal for its success in this goal.  There is limited scholarly research on 

the experiences of transgender college students, a student population that is becoming 

more visible on today’s college campuses.  Many scholarly works on transgender issues 

in higher education have positioned transgender students within the larger grouping of 

LGBT individuals.  This grouping is problematic, as it does not acknowledge gender 

identity and sexual orientation identity as two separate and distinct constructs.  This study 

seeks to contribute to the small body of literature dedicated to the unique experiences and 

challenges of transgender college students.  This chapter will first review the research 

questions and the theoretical, methodological, and personal frameworks that have guided 

this study.  The findings from the study and its application to the literature presented in 

Chapter II will then be discussed.  In light of the findings, implications for future research 

will be presented along with recommendations for higher education and the field of 

student affairs.  Finally, I reflect on my ten-month journey in completing this study, and 

share how this process has changed me both personally and professionally. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The freedom and independence afforded by the college environment allows 

traditional college students to question and explore their beliefs, values, and ideals.  This 
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developmental process is an important step in forming personal identity.  Research has 

established that students negotiating sexual and gender identities outside the norm face 

additional challenges and stressors in this developmental journey (Bilodeau, 2005; 

Beemyn, 2003; Harley et al., 2002; Schmidt et al., 2011; Zubernis & Snyder, 2007).  The 

level of support transgender students experience from their campus community has a 

strong impact on their success, persistence, and development (Rankin, 2003).  However, 

campus climate research points to inhospitable and unsupportive campus environments 

for transgender students, and few colleges and universities have taken steps to address 

their needs (Beemyn & Rankin, 2011; Rankin, 2003).  This inaction can be attributed in 

part to the lack of awareness and knowledge that stems from a scarcity of research on 

transgender issues within higher education.  

RESEARCH QUESTION 

The primary research question for this study was: “What are the experiences of 

transgender college students in American higher education?”  I wanted to discover the 

unique challenges transgender students have faced and the ways in which their 

institutions have responded to their needs.  Additionally, I sought to uncover how the 

college environment has influenced these students’ identity development, and the ways in 

which this developmental process has shaped their experience inside and outside the 

classroom.  Finally, through their stories, I aspired to catch a glimpse of the ways they 

have united multiple dimensions of their identities and selves into a cohesive and 

multifaceted whole.  
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METHODOLOGY 

The research design utilized in this study emerged from a social constructivist 

paradigm and the acknowledgement that there are many different ways in which people 

experience and create meaning of the world around them.  This ontological perspective 

led me to the use of qualitative methods.  I chose to utilize Photovoice, a form of 

Participatory Action Research and Arts-Based Research, where participants are given a 

voice to tell their story through photography and personal narratives. Through a camera 

and an empty roll of film, participants were given the power and freedom to depict and 

portray the concerns and challenges that they face.  Giving my participants the ability to 

create images of their world was important to me, for as members of a marginalized 

group, their voices have been silenced through popular culture and the media.  As 

Namaste (2005) asserts, non-transgender individuals have long had the power to image 

and shape transsexual realities.  I seek to give my participants the opportunity to 

challenge the negative stories and imagery of transgender individuals by presenting their 

own realities and images.   

THEORETICAL AND PERSONAL FRAMEWORKS 

As a strong ally to the LGBT community, I completed this study as a form of 

advocacy research.  It was my desire to bring to the forefront the transgender student 

experience, one that has been relegated to the margins in higher education.  I embarked 

on this study as a reflective practitioner, seeking to make my practice one that contributes 

in a positive way to the creation of an environment in higher education that is more 

welcoming, supportive, and equitable for transgender students.  Theoretically and 
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philosophically, this study is situated within action research, “a method of research in 

which creating a positive social change is the predominant force driving the investigator 

and the research” (Berg, 2004, p. 196).  Though the time constraints I faced precluded me 

from engaging in the full conception of action research, I aspired to take the important 

step of raising awareness of trans issues on college campuses.  It was my hope that a 

greater level of awareness would in turn assist in creating supportive and welcoming 

environments in which transgender college students can develop and flourish.  

This study has been influenced by queer theory; however, as I have addressed in 

Chapters I, II, and III, I am keenly aware that queer theory is controversial within the 

transgender community, specifically in its application to transsexual individuals.  I have 

found queer theory to be a valuable lens through which to view transgender issues, as it 

challenges normative conceptions of sexuality and gender, and seeks to dismantle the 

rigid socially-constructed relationship between sex and gender identity (Elliot, 2010).  I 

also found that queer theory’s focus on the intersectionality of multiple identities added 

depth to the exploration of the identity development of my participants.  Finally, my 

desire to advocate for transgender students has drawn me to queer theory’s focus on 

hegemonic power structures that perpetuate the heteronomativity and marginalization of 

transgender students within higher education.  In the discussion of my findings within 

this chapter, I will delve into the way queer theory was both useful and inadequate in 

framing the experiences of my participants.  

D’Augelli’s human development perspective, in which an individual’s identity is 

viewed contextually through the lifespan, provided an additional theoretical framework to 
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understand the experiences of my transgender participants.  By utilizing an adapted 

version of D’Augelli’s model of lesbian, gay, and bisexual development, I was able to 

view the identity development of my participants contextually. Viewing their lives within 

the context of their social network, family, culture, community allowed me to piece 

together a richer and fuller understanding of their lives and identity development as 

transgender individuals.  

I was sensitive to the fact that I am exploring trans issues as a non-trans 

individual, and I acknowledged that if handled improperly, my work could further 

subjugate transgender voices.  With this knowledge in mind, I approached this study with 

an awareness of the privileges that I hold as a cisgender, non-transgender individual.  I 

was sensitive to the power that I held as the researcher, and as such, was always 

cognizant of the relationships I shared with my participants, and the ways in which I used 

and interpreted their stories and experiences.  It was my goal to a give their stories a 

voice and an audience, and above all, to honor their experiences.  In Chapter III, I 

explored in detail my intentions and motivations for completing this study to emphasize 

the advocacy role I was assuming.  The creation of the researcher’s narrative was a 

valuable exercise that allowed me to reflect on my own experiences and subsequently 

understand my biases, values, and privileges in a deeper way.  My journey in becoming 

an ally began shortly after my high school graduation, and emerged from the immense 

cognitive and emotional dissonance that I began to feel in the church.  I could not 

reconcile the God of love and compassion that I knew with the hateful beliefs and actions 

towards LGBT individuals the church espoused in his name.  I was forced to confront 
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issues of my own prejudice and ignorance, a painful and deeply moving experience that 

changed me in lasting ways.  This experience in first confronting my own prejudice and 

my subsequent inability to reconcile facets of the Christian faith with the fundamental 

values and beliefs that began to emerge my life placed me on the path of becoming an 

ardent supporter and ally of the LGBT community.  

In Chapter III, I recounted the painful experience of sitting amid a congregation of 

hundreds as they zealously affirmed the pastor’s fervent proclamation that members of 

the LGBT community were “filth” and “poisons of the earth”.  This experience is one 

that still brings the same angry and painful tears to my eyes to this day, almost nine years 

later.  The experience of witnessing unified and hateful acts of discrimination by those in 

the majority has made me sensitive to those who have been marginalized by the church 

and by society at large.  My experiences and observations of the discrimination of those 

in the minority inflicted by those who hold dominant power was further established 

through the reflective study of the history of higher education.  I realized through the 

stories of marginalized individuals struggling for equity and access, how higher education 

has served as a vehicle through which dominant culture and systems of oppression have 

been reinforced and reproduced.  As I discovered the stories of Asian Americans in 

higher education, much of which has been deemed inconsequential by their omission in 

historical accounts, I found myself with the direct experience of being “the other”.  This 

experience strengthened my resolve, as a higher education professional, to fight for those 

whose voices have not been included in our history, and for those today who remain on 
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the fringes of higher education.  It is through this framework that I seek to be an advocate 

by advancing social justice in higher education by giving a voice to transgender students. 

FINDINGS 

Ava and Jen shared poignant photographs and narratives of pain, confusion, and 

loneliness in their journey in navigating their gender variant identities.  Amid these 

experiences of emotional turmoil were moments of hope, clarity, joy, and optimism that 

emerged from authentically expressing who they are in fullness and complexity.  They 

shared experiences and challenges that echoed many universal issues faced by college 

students; however, creating a positive gender identity presented Ava and Jen with 

additional challenges and stressors (Beemyn, 2003; Bilodeau & Renn, 2005; Harley et al., 

2002; McKinney, 2008; Pusch, 2008; Renn 2007; Schmidt et al., 2011; Wright & 

McKinley, 2011; Zubernis & Snyder, 2007). 

Ava and Jen spoke of the painful moments in their journeys where they became 

overwhelmed by the emotional turmoil and isolation they experienced in coming to terms 

with their transgender identity.  They articulated the fear of being rejected for who they 

are at the core and their powerful desire for love, acceptance, and support.  They felt 

isolated and overwhelmed, a common experience echoed in the literature on the 

transgender student experience (Beemyn, 2003; Beemyn & Rankin, 2011; Zubernis & 

Snyder, 2007).  Beemyn (2003) expounds this loneliness: “Many transgender students 

feel isolated. They know few other trans-identified students, lack role models, and often 

do not have a sense of belonging anywhere on campus” (p.17). 
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Consistent with the literature, alcohol and self-harm served as coping mechanisms 

to deal with the dysphoria, confusion, and isolation that Ava and Jen experienced 

(Beemyn & Rankin, 2011; Girshick, 2008; Grossman & D’Augelli, 2007; Stieglitz, 

2010).  At one point in Ava’s journey, these emotions became overwhelming that she 

began to contemplate taking her life.  This unfortunate reality is consistent with research 

which points to a disproportionately high rate of suicide and suicidal ideation among 

transgender youth.  In a recent study, researchers found that “nearly half of the sample 

reported having seriously thought about taking their lives and one quarter reported 

suicide attempts” (Grossman & D’Augelli, 2007, p. 527). 

Ava and Jen recounted early memories where they began to feel like they were 

different from those around them (Beemyn & Rankin, 2011; Grossman & D’Augelli, 

2006).  From the negative reactions of family and friends, they realized that expressions 

of gender variance are not socially acceptable (Grossman & D’Augelli, 2006).  

Consistent with the findings of Pusch (2008) and Beemyn and Rankin (2011), the 

resistance and negative perceptions of others influenced the ways in which Ava and Jen 

understood and constructed their gender identities.  As Pusch (2008) stated: “We come to 

understand who we are and refine our sense of self by experiencing how others react to us 

in both positive and negative ways” (p. 48).  As a result of the negative reactions of 

others, Ava and Jen learned to hide their identities and repress their feelings, a response 

which resulted in much inner turmoil (Factor & Rothblum, 2008).  Consistent with the 

milestone schema presented by Beemyn and Rankin (2011), Ava and Jen originally 

understood their gender-variant feelings to be expressions of cross-dressing and 
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fetishism.  It wasn’t until further research through the Internet that they came to 

understand their identities as transsexual women.   

Ava and Jen spoke at length about the importance of the Internet.  The Internet 

served first as a resource from which they learned more about their transgender identities, 

then later as a source of support, acceptance, and community.  The influence of the 

Internet in Ava and Jen’s stories is consistent with emerging literature that points to the 

impact of technology on identity development: “Without a doubt, technology- 

specifically the Internet, but also telecommunications- has changed the nature of the 

college environment for student development” (Torres et al., 2009, p. 592).  Schaller 

(2011) in an examination of the information needs of LGBT individuals found the 

Internet to be one of the top three sources from which information on sexual orientation 

and gender identity was gleaned.  Beemyn and Rankin (2011) also speak of the 

importance of the Internet in their discussion of the identity development of their 

transgender research participants.  They cite the work of Shapiro: “Internet use has 

helped individuals learn, practice, and adopt new gender identity scripts, learn about 

whether and how to shape their body as authentic transgender individuals, and has 

offered new- and often more accepting- social gender paradigms” (p. 59).  Consistent 

with the literature, online information, communities, and forums were a crucial 

component of Ava and Jen’s transgender identity discovery and development, as they 

were forced to negotiate their identities without the benefit of positive transgender role 

models in their everyday lives.  Literature on LGBT development points to this lack of 

role models as a significant challenge in cultivating a positive sense of identity:  
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GLBT adolescents and young adults are one of several groups who must learn to 

cope with a stigmatized identity without the benefit of modeling and feedback 

from parents and family.  Social institutions, religious communities, and parents 

that ordinarily provide emotional support and positive reinforcement for the 

adolescent’s developing sense of self may not be as accepting, leaving these 

students to negotiate important milestones on their own. (Zubernis & Snyder, 

2007, p. 77) 

 

The Internet served as a source of information, acceptance, and support during the times 

where Ava and Jen felt isolated from their family, friends, and communities.  

Reconciling spiritual beliefs with their transsexual identities was an important 

step in creating a cohesive sense of identity for Ava and Jen.  Ava left her Christian faith 

once the incongruity between her sense of self and her faith became too large.  Jen 

reconciled elements of her faith and identity and chose to remain a Christian, though her 

personal faith has taken a different form, one that deviates significantly from the faith of 

her family.  Jen’s familial identity as her parent’s first-born son and only child, and the 

expectations associated with these roles weigh heavily on her and has been a major 

barrier in her identity development.  While on their college campus, Ava and Jen 

navigated the important developmental process of negotiating and reconciling social and 

personal dimensions of their identities.   

Through a queer theory lens, Jen and Ava’s identity development has been a 

“fluid process of becoming, in which inseparable social identities were continuously 

changing as they interacted with each other and as they influenced and were influenced 

by ever-changing societal contexts” (Abes, 2009, p. 148).  For example, in creating her 

own meaning of “Christian” and “woman”, Jen addressed the queer concept of liminality, 

or resisting heteronormativity by defining and redefining the meaning of her identities 
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(Abes & Kasch, 2007; Abes, 2009).  Jen has essentially deconstructed, destabilized, or 

“queered” normative conceptions of gender and Christianity. 

The way in which multiple dimensions of identity influences sexual orientation 

identity development has been addressed in the literature, but those who have explored 

gender identity from this perspective have done so within the larger grouping of LGBT 

individuals (Harley et al., 2002).  Scholars operating from queer and other postmodernist 

paradigms have called for greater awareness of the intersectionality of identities; 

however, there are currently no published studies that have examined multiple identity 

dimensions in exploring the transgender identity development of college students.   

Ava and Jen devoted a significant amount of their photographs and narratives to 

the story of their transitions.  They both experienced significant relief of the emotional 

pain and conflict that characterized their early experiences when they acknowledged their 

transsexual identities and began the process of transitioning (Beemyn & Rankin, 2011; 

Pusch, 2005).  It is important to note, once again, that this study presents the perspectives 

of two male to female transsexuals, a small segment of the transgender population.  There 

are many ways in which people identify as transgender, and some individuals’ 

expressions of gender variance may not involve transitioning or operating within any 

conception of the gender binary (Beemyn, 2003; Beemyn et al., 2005; Bilodeau & Renn, 

2005; Wilchins, 1997).  These individuals’ challenges and the actions that ultimately 

bring a sense of peace and resolution may look very different than the steps taken by Ava 

and Jen in achieving a sense of equanimity.  This important consideration underscores the 

complexity and vast diversity of the transgender experience.   
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Ava and Jen’s experience with hormone replacement therapy has had a positive, 

affirming, and balancing effect on their emotional, mental, and physical wellbeing.  They 

shared photographs of make-up and female clothing, important elements in their 

transition.  The stories and narratives that accompanied their photographs emphasized the 

pressure they felt to hide their identities for fear of ridicule and rejection.  Consistent with 

the literature, after Ava and Jen began their transitions, they experienced a significant 

relief from the emotion turmoil and “attained a sense of normalcy” (Pusch, 2005, p. 45). 

Ava and Jen firmly identified as women, and chose to situate themselves directly 

within the gender binary by taking steps to transition from men to women.  Their lived 

experience is at odds with some conceptions of queer theory that espouse the social 

construction of gender and champions the transgressive expressions of gender in which 

transgender individuals disavow the binary by choosing to live as neither men nor women 

(Bornstein, 1994; Wilchins, 2004).  These conceptions of queer theory are contrary to the 

transsexual experience.  Ava, Jen, and many transsexuals subscribe to a more essentialist 

paradigm by their desire to locate themselves within the very binary system which queer 

theory seeks to deconstruct (Elliot, 2010).  By taking steps to change their bodies and 

gender presentation, transsexuals are seen as conforming to society’s gender norms and 

expectations, an act that some proponents of queer theory (Wilchins, 2004; Bornstein, 

1994) deem to be heteronormative and essentialist (Elliot, 2010).  

The importance of support in Jen and Ava’s lives cannot be overstated.  

Consistent with the literature, the support of families, friends, the campus community, 

and other transgender individuals played an immense role in their emotional and mental 
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wellbeing, and their ability to accept and embrace their transgender identities (Beemyn & 

Rankin, 2011; Grossman & D’Augelli, 2006; Schmidt, 2011; Zubernis & Snyder, 2007).  

As Zubernis and Snyder (2007) assert, “the extent to which students find supportive 

relationships to buffer the discrimination in the larger society and develop positive coping 

skills can determine their successful identity development and quality of life” (p.78).  The 

Student Counseling Center and the support from faculty and staff members played a 

crucial role in their success on campus (Wright & McKinley, 2011).  The support 

provided by their family and friends relieved much of the isolation and fear they 

experienced in their coming out and transition journeys.  As result of these experiences, 

they articulated a desire to be a source of support for other transgender individuals.  

Consistent with the experiences of other transgender college students reported in 

the literature, Ava and Jen felt that lack of awareness was one of the greatest issues 

facing transgender individuals both on and off campus (Beemyn, 2003; Beemyn & 

Rankin, 2011; McKinney, 2008; Rankin, 2003).  They cited inadequate resources, 

specifically health care, as a major barrier on their campus (Beemyn 2003; Nakamura, 

1998).  Ava and Jen pointed to a lack of knowledge and resources for transgender 

students on their college campus, one that mirrors the ignorance present in society at 

large.  They spoke of the media and the role it has played in perpetuating negative 

stereotypes and misinformation about transsexuals in society (Namaste, 2005).  

Additionally, Ava and Jen were disappointed by the lack of awareness on trans issues 

within the LGBT community, a reality that is mirrored in the literature (Beemyn, 2003; 

Harley et al., 2002).  They found the campus culture that embraced conformity to be 
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stifling.  Through a queer theory lens, higher education and the media serves as power 

structures through which dominance, privilege, and heteronormativity is perpetuated.  

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Ava and Jen pointed to lack of awareness as a major issue on their college 

campus.  Despite the beginnings of a rich body of literature on transgender students in 

higher education, there is still a need for additional scholarly exploration and inquiry to 

fully understand the experiences and complex processes of identity development of 

transgender students in American higher education.  As Jen emphasized: “I think 

awareness is a big part of it.  American culture in general is very unfamiliar with 

transsexualism” (Jen, interview, page 30, paragraph 227, August 7, 2012). 

The Internet played a major role in Ava and Jen’s experiences and their gender 

identity development.  Higher education scholars are beginning to examine the growing 

influence technology exerts on student development. Torres et al. (2009) emphasize: 

Before their emergence, young people from any identity group could find 

themselves isolated before college and even on campus; now, any student with 

access to the Internet can find media, blogs, entertainment, support groups, 

political groups, and polemics related to any identity he or she wishes to explore. 

The influence of information on identity development in college students is not 

well understood. (p. 592) 

 

The exploration of transgender experience and the impact of technology in identity 

formation, exploration, expression, and acceptance is largely unexplored territory. 

Investigating the ways in which the Internet and technology influence transgender student 

lives could make meaningful contributions to student development theory and may 

provide higher education with insights into new ways of supporting this student 

population.  
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One of the most thought provoking elements of Ava and Jen’s stories was the 

impact of intersectionality of identity domains; the ways in which they negotiated and 

reconciled facets of their identities, roles, and beliefs in creating a cohesive sense of self.  

This study merely scratched the surface in exploring the complexity and fluidity of 

identity, and the way in which it is influenced by social contexts and interactions.  How 

do transgender students on college campuses negotiate their social identities and personal 

identities to create a unified sense of self?  The intersection of gender, sexual orientation, 

ethnicity, and spirituality, and the way a transgender individual negotiates and combines 

these identity domains into a cohesive sense of self is unexplored territory.  As Harley et 

al. (2002) assert in their exploration of LGBT students with disabilities, institutions must 

begin to address the integrated and whole identity of students, instead of 

compartmentalizing elements of identity into separate domains.  In contemplating student 

affair’s charge to care for the whole student, higher education research would benefit 

from a holistic consideration of students identities in their richness and complexity.   

In examining the intersection of identities through a queer theory lens, how does a 

student’s gender identity interact with sexuality, ethnicity, class, and ability within the 

larger “matrix of domination”? (Rahman, 2010).  This study examined Caucasian 

students from middle-class families.  An exploration of intersectionality at work in the 

life of an Asian American transsexual who is a first generation college student from a 

low-income family would likely yield very different results.  The student’s identities 

would intertwine within multiple levels of oppression, and the study of such an 
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individual’s experiences would richly contribute to the discourse on transgender student 

experience in higher education.  

Ava spoke of her worries about how she will be treated once society begins to 

perceive and interact with her as a woman.  She articulated her anxiety about the sexism, 

heterosexism, and misogyny she will experience once she leaves her life as a 

heterosexual man and assumes her identity as a lesbian woman.  Little research has been 

conducted investigating how transgender students negotiate issues of power and privilege 

within the context of their gender identities.  For example, how do MTF transsexual 

students make sense of their identities once they lose male and/or heterosexual privilege?  

Conversely, how do FTM individuals come to understand the male privilege that they 

may gain?  An exploration of these experiences may not only provide insight into this 

developmental process, but may inform our understanding of the larger power structures 

at play in society and within higher education.  

I agree with Bilodeau and Renn (2005) and Renn (2010) in their assertion that 

additional research should be conducted to investigate the prevailing system of higher 

education that reinforces systems of dominance and encourages conformity.  Through the 

lens of queer theory, research could uncover the established structures of oppression and 

power within higher education that serves to marginalize and silence those who do not 

conform to normative conceptions of gender and sexuality.  What causes the “herd 

mentality” (Jen, interview, page 29, paragraph 225, August 7, 2012) that Jen spoke of 

that creates oppressive environments that force those who are different to hide and 

repress their true selves?  By investigating these structures, higher education 
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administrators and student affairs professionals will first become aware of, and then 

begin to dismantle the systems that perpetuate inequality and oppression.  

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 

Ava and Jen experienced intense periods of isolation and emotional pain on their 

college campus in their journey of identity development.  They scanned their campus 

environments for allies, those who could offer support and share the great burden they 

were carrying.  There were faculty and staff members who provided a listening ear and 

needed support, but there were many others who missed their chance to have meaningful 

interactions with Ava and Jen.  When asked if she received any support from her 

academic advisors during the difficult points in her journey, Ava retorted “Oh, no”.  She 

elaborated: “They say, “you need to follow this course plan, this degree, you need to take 

these classes”, and that’s about it, and then everything else is just kind of nothing” (Ava, 

interview, page 20, paragraph 199, July 20, 2012).  As student affairs professionals, look 

beyond the myopic scope of your routine job duties and really see the student in front of 

you.  Show care and concern, and when you see a student struggling, take the time to ask 

questions, listen, and dig deeper.  

Feelings of isolation can be highly detrimental to a student’s emotional, physical, 

and mental wellbeing.  As evidenced by Ava and Jen’s stories, this emotional state is 

harmful in cultivating a positive gender identity and negatively impacts a student’s 

success both inside and outside of the classroom.  In addition to adequate support 

resources such as health care, housing, and counseling, promote initiatives and programs 

to engage students in a way that makes them feel connected and lessens feelings of 
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isolation.  Student development theorists have established the influence of involvement in 

student retention and success (Astin, 1984).  Create safe spaces where transgender 

students can become actively engaged with the campus community and connected with 

like-minded peers.  Establish dedicated LGBT student resource centers to increase the 

visibility of transgender issues and to provide intentional programming for this student 

population.   

Provide informational resources to assist students in their gender identity 

development.  When asked about what her college campus could do to support 

transgender students, Ava stated: “The biggest one would be having the information out 

so that if someone is curious that they might be, or wants to find out information about it, 

they know where to go” (Ava, interview, page 38, paragraph 381, July 20, 2012).  

Literature points to the importance of access to accurate information in cultivating a 

positive sexual orientation/ gender identity and lessening the impact of negative 

stereotypes and societal messages (Zubernis & Snyder, 2007).  When asked about what 

the hardest part about being transgender on her college campus, Ava noted: “Part of it 

would be finding help for it. Um, and information” (Ava, interview, page 35, paragraph 

347, July 20, 2012).  Ava reflected on the important role that the Student Counseling 

Center has played in her journey, a resource she wished she had discovered earlier:   

And that was one of the biggest things and I kind of wish I knew about it a lot 

earlier, because I had no idea, because no one ever mentions it, and normally 

people going don’t like to mention it, but if there was like an advertisement in the 

[campus announcement system] or something just for information, it would, I’m 

sure it would help other people too, and other people who are not even sure about 

it. (Ava, interview, page 7, paragraph 80, July 20, 2012) 
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Similarly, Jen remarked: “There is a lot of support here, if you know where to look, but 

it’s not broadcasted” (Jen, interview, page 28, paragraph 219, August 7, 2012).  Campus 

resources can play a pivotal role in supporting transgender student development, and as 

such, these programs should not only be cultivated, but also widely publicized.   

Utilize frameworks such as D’Augelli’s (1994) developmental processes or 

Beemyn and Rankin’s (2011) transgender milestones as a framework to understand and 

support the identity development of transgender students.  However, realize that gender 

identity development is influenced by other parts of students’ identities and lives, such as 

their spirituality, ethnicity, socio-economic status, ability, and familial dynamics.  As 

such, employ a holistic view of student development by being sensitive to how these 

personal and social identities are negotiated and developed alongside gender identity.  

Offer programming to increase the level of awareness on trans issues, which will 

in turn lessen the “otherness” of transgender individuals and the pervasive lack of 

information on college campuses.  As Jen articulated on the importance of building 

awareness, “These people are here…we’re not monsters, you know? We’re probably 

some of the best friends you could ever have if you give us your support.” (Jen, 

interview, page 31, paragraph 236, August 7, 2012).  Research has established that access 

to accurate information and meaningful interactions between LGBT and non-LGBT 

students increases understanding and social justice attitudes and behaviors (Broido, 2000; 

Evans and Herriott, 2004).  As addressed by Jen, the “herd mentality” and sense of 

otherness is often diminished when an individual is given the opportunity to interact 

directly with a transgender person:  
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I think that we’re in the “other” category and being a part of that is being 

unknown and being something that people don’t know about causes a lot of fear.  

Um, now that being said, I have gotten a lot more support from people I’ve come 

out to than I thought I would, so a lot of it I think is a kind of more of a social 

thing, social pressure than an individual pressure, because when you meet 

somebody and they see you are a person, they can come to terms with that 

differently. (Jen, interview, page 30, paragraph 229, August 7, 2012) 

 

Cultivate environments in which individuality is encouraged and differences are 

embraced, and fight against entrenched systems of conformity.  Educate students and 

cultivate greater awareness of those who are not in dominant groups, and be forward 

about your commitment to creating equitable and welcoming environments.  As Jen 

suggested, institutions should be firm in their declaration that “discrimination will not be 

tolerated; violence will not be tolerated” (Jen, interview, page 32, paragraph 230, August 

7, 2012).  Embrace and encourage differences.  Most importantly, provide students with a 

safe place to question and experiment with their identities so that they can grow and 

develop into who they truly are.  If we take our charge to support the success and 

development of our students seriously, we should keep what Jen articulated close to 

heart: “If I can be myself, I can do anything” (Jen, interview, page 19, paragraph 132, 

August 7, 2012).   

IMPLICATIONS FOR MY PRACTICE 

As this 10-month journey began to draw to a close, I paused many times with a 

pen poised over a blank page in my reflexive journal, struggling to articulate in words the 

many thoughts that have passed through my mind.  This study has changed me in 

important and lasting ways.  I have learned much about myself and have gained a new 

appreciation for the work of student affairs.  The conversations I shared with Ava and Jen 
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were meaningful, and though we shared many differences, the similarities of our core 

human emotions and yearnings were striking.  As I wrote in my reflexive journal after the 

final interview for this study:  

I feel so immensely fortunate to be given a glimpse into their lives, and I am so 

touched by their pain, their strength, and their courage.  My conversations with 

[Ava] and [Jen] have made me feel connected to humanity.  I see that the human 

experience while deeply varied at the surface, is universal at the core.  Human 

emotions are universal- pain, isolation, suffering, and the desire to be fully seen, 

loved, and accepted for who you are.  Listening to their stories makes me want to 

be a better student affairs professional, a better person, a better member of the 

human race. (reflexive journal 8/7/12) 

  

Ava and Jen have profoundly inspired me by their courage and strength, their 

authenticity, and their insistence on being who they are in a world that is hostile.   

 While writing this thesis, I stumbled on a quote by Frederick Buechner who 

defines vocation as “the place where your deep gladness meets the world’s deep need” 

(as cited in Palmer, 1999, p.16).  Through this study, I have found great meaning in my 

work as a student affairs professional.  Though perhaps a trite assertion, I see with new 

clarity the immense opportunities that I have every day to make a difference in students’ 

lives.  As an academic advisor, I value the chance I have to engage in important and 

impactful conversations with students that may begin with a simple question about a 

course or a degree plan.  I am reenergized about my own advising practice, and my 

ability to make a difference just by sincerely asking, “how are you?”. Through this study, 

I have become more sensitive to the power and privilege that I hold and the way my 

actions and perhaps more importantly, my inactions, can serve to perpetuate inequitable 

and unjust environments for transgender students.  I have become keenly aware of the 

need to serve as an advocate for students who are on the margins of higher education.  I 
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see with greater understanding the deep need of student affairs to have practitioners 

dedicated to social justice, and I have realized with a new clarity that my deep gladness 

lies within this role.  

CONCLUSION 

The developmental process of coming to terms with one’s transgender identity 

can be a very painful and lonely experience for transgender college students.  This 

process can have an enormous impact on a student’s success both inside and outside of 

the classroom.  There is much that higher education can do to have an affirming influence 

on transgender students in their process of developing a healthy transgender identity.  We 

can provide positive information, opportunities for involvement and connection, and 

adequate resources to meet their unique needs.  We can adopt a truly holistic view of 

development by assisting students in exploring the many facets of their lives and 

identities that weave together into a multifaceted whole.  We can turn inward and 

examine the prevailing campus culture and be aware of how our beliefs and actions as an 

institution champion certain expressions of identity while marginalizing others.  If the 

field of student affairs is serious about their mission to foster the growth and development 

of college students, we must be intentional about creating supportive, equitable, and 

welcoming environments where students of all identities can flourish.  
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